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President Issues New
Energy Security Plan

4-H BOOTH — Rhonda Barrett,left, and Leigh Ann Steely work on the 4-H Booth for the Murray-Callowa Couny
ty Fair. The fair officially opens today and runs through Saturday, July 21.

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
President Carter said today that in an
unparalleled peacetime commitment,
the United States will spend $140 billion
on his new energy security program
"so that never again will our nation be
hostage to foreign oil."
That outlay would come over the next
decade, and Carter said the money
must come from his windfall profits tax
on the oil industry.
"It's now more critical than it ever
was that Congress swiftly pass a
strong, permanent windfall profits
tax," he told the National Association of
Counties.
He asked all Americans to put
pressure on Congress for action on that
levy.
In a campaign-style followup to his
somber Sunday night address to the
nation, Carter said American confidence and unity can and will be
restored as the nation works to battle
Its energy woes.

Carroll Praises Carter's Energy Program
er E.
on Is
Good"
e 7:1a.m.
unday,
United

_
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll praised
President Carter's proposals Sunday
night for a national energy push, and
predicted Carter's plans would include
a first-hand look soon at problems in the
Kentucky coalfields.
"I want him to see a strip mine. And I
want him to see some good and some
bad reclamation," he said.
Kentucky's two senators, both
Democrats, also endorsed Carter's
ideas, but a Kentucky Republican
expressed disappointment.
Carroll was one of the governors to
confer with Carter July 7 and 8 during
the Camp David domestic summit. The
session led Carter to cancel a scheduled
trip to Bardstown, Ky., and Louisville
for the National Governors' Association
national convention.
Carroll said he asked Carter to
schedule another trip "for the purpose
of helping to get us our transportion
system, and for the purpose of helping
us keep the smaller producers in
business — so,„ as to keep
unneces
the
market from escalating
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Considerable sunshine. Very
warm and humid this afternoon
with a slight chance of thunderstorms. High in the upper 80s.
Fair and cooler tonight. Low in
the low to mid 60s. Mostly sunny
and pleasant Tuesday. Highs in
the low to mid 80s. Winds northerly around 10 miles an hour
this afternoon and tonight. The
probability f precipitation is 20
percent this afternoon.

A total of 486 students have filed
applications for degrees to be awarded
during the annual summer commencement exercises at Murray State
University on Friday, Aug. 3.
Among that number are 158 for
bachelor's degrees, 307 for master's
degrees, 10 for specialist degrees, ond
11 for associate degrees. „
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
summer graduates will be determined
when school officials have completed a
check of each candidate's credentials to
certify
that
graduation
all
requirements have been met.
Candidates for degrees in tht summer class represent 19 states and three
foreign countries. Among the candidates are these from Calloway
County: •
4

-- and for the purpose of helping us, of
course, meet the demands of coal."
After watching Carter's speech in the
basement of the Executive Mansion in
Frankfort with about a dozen reporters,
Carroll said he would show Carter
indications of problems in eastern
Kentucky such as insufficient railroad
cars and inadequate roads to haul coal.
The governor said he expects a
substantial amount of the $10 billion
promised by Carter for transportation
to go for coal haul roads.
He said he expects Carter to visit
-Kentucky in the next month tØ six
weeks, and added that the president
will try to hold a town meeting at
Bardstown to make up for cancelling
the visit scheduled earlier.
Or the speech, Carroll said, For
Jimmy Carter, it was a different
speech, with the philosophical
questions of the American way, the
American will and the American
dream.
And for Jimmy Carter, I would have

to say that it's a right unique approach.
He most often is more simple in his
approach."
He said he believed Carter was trying
to build confidence.
"I believe he's convinced, as I am, as
most people are, that the key to our
energy problems, as well as our inflationary problems, as well as our
recessionary problems, is the
American confidence — a confidence
that the American people have got to
have in their own ability to solve these
problems," Carroll said.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, I)Ky., who watched the speech at his
Washington home, said, "The question
now is whether he can follow through
and whether Congress and the
American people will join him ..."
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., who appeared on ABC television following the
president's address, said he believed
Carter was headed in the right direction.
"I think he realized that coal is going
to have to be very,very important," the

Will Rise
As Much As 3 Cents
By GLENN RITT
ment said. This also will help officias
Associated Press Writer
monitor prices and enforce the new
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gasoline
regulations.
prices will rise as much as 3 cents per
Some dealer prices also will decline
gallon at some service stations but fall
because the new rules eliminate
at other dealerships, under new Energy
"banking," a loophole that has allowed
Department rules effective today.
many stations to charge far more than
The Energy Department set a
current ceilings allow.
uniform ceiling for service station
Under banking, stations that took less
profits at 15.4 cents per gallon. That
than their legal profits when gasoline
limit can be raised every six months to
was plentiful and competition stiff, now
allow for inflation. Moreover, govercan
recoup that money as niotorists pay
nors can increase.;individual dealer
virtually any price to get tanks filled.
markups as much as 10 cents a gallon to
Banking has been used primarily by
account for local economic factors.
high-volume stations that were able to,
Energy Department officials said
undersell smaller competit,g_rs in the
dealer markups currently range between 14 cents and 16 cents per gallon,
Past.
but a group representing 60,000 inThe uniform profit ceiling and the
dependent service stations puts that
elimination of banking are Itimed
figure closer to 12.5 cents per gallon.
partly to relieve thousands of small
This means that many stations may
independent dealers who claim they are
raise prices immediately about 3 cents,
being forced out of business by
other a lesser amount and some will be
spiralling inflation and stiff comforced to roll back charges.
petition from larger outlets.
To help motorists keep track, all
Profit margins have been frozen
service stations mustlFitit their "-under
current regulations since 1974,
declared profit margins iind the legal
while rents, wages and other nonprice per gallon, the Energy Departgasoline costs have skyrocketed.

Bachelor's Degrees
Sarah E. Calhoun, Alan K. Dietsch,
Paula J. Foy, Lisa E. Harrell, Bettye
M. Hinton, Kathryn A. Hynes, Deborah
J. Landolt, Johnnie L. Lane, Jr., Jim M.
Miller,
Olivia C. Mixon, Hazel P. Nirnmanant, Kathryn H. Pasco, Mark S.
Pierce, Karen M. Riter, and Karen R.
Sledd.
Master's Degrees
Dorothy Sue Stubblefield Adant,
Emodi Sylvester Amagwula, Anne
Marie Chapman, Richard Edward
Cherry III, Julie Cathryn Christopher,
Carolyn Hendon Colson, Freeman
Burnham Dallas, Jr., Patricia Ann
Dick, Sarah Marilyn Valentine Dill,
Norma G. Dunn,
Beth Ann Burkett Faulkner, Julia A.
Ford, Diane Jackson Harris, Victoria
Crawford James,Fang-Chuan Jou, Eva

Downs McDermott, Rebecca Jo Miller,
Sherry Smith Mohon, Kin Chiu Ng,
Judy Clark Overbey, Betty McBride
Pitts; Lynda Carter Purcell, Julia
Teller Rhodes, Joan Taylor Richerson,
Larry J. Riter, Martha Hendon
Roberts, Larry Ray Russell, Vikas
Shridhar Sandu, Janice W. Seargent,
Peggy Jean Shelton,
Walter Todd Shupe, Susan Marie
Stringham, Rebecca Williams Taylor,
Shirley Thompson Wall, Susan Bailey
Wallace, Lavaughn R. Wells, Cynthia
Lynn Witham, Thomas H. Wilkins,
James Andy Wright, and Saeed ZandiArnarlooet.
Specialist Degrees
Jean George, Rebecca Ann Hogancamp, Michael Wayne Oleksy, and
Joan Claire Pearson Thibodeaux.
Associate Degrees
Marlene D. Geib.

senator said."He rose to the occasion."
Ford, a member of the Senate Energy
Committee, predicted Congress would
approve a windfall profits tax on oil
companies.
Dissatisfaction was voiced by Louie
B. Nunn, former Kentucky governor
and the Republican nominee for
governor in November.
"I am disappointed that the
President was not more definitive
regarding his program, its cost and
effect," Nunn said in comments
released by Larry Van Hoose, Kentucky GOP chairman.
"However, I remain prayerfully
hopeful that we will be able to find
solutions to the suffering and the agony
of our people as a result of the energy
and economic problems we now face,"
Nunn said.
Huddleston said he endorsed Carter's
concepts but "it could well be that
Congress will need to strengthen
them."
Where Carter called on utilities to cut
oil use 50 percent, Huddleston said the
cut should be greater.
He said he also favored setting a date
beyond which utilities would not be
allowed to use ahy oil or natural gas.
Huddleston said Carter's $5 billion in
bonds for an energy security corporation might need to be increased,
and "We'll have to see the details on the
energy mobilization board to be sure it
indeed has sufficient authority to cut
through the red tape of government."
But overall, he said, "This does
represent the most aggressive approach yet by the president."
"If these programs are carried out, it
will probably mean a change in the
lifestyle of the average American, and
a great deal will depend on the
willingness of individuals to accept this
challenge, especially in the conservation area."

"I want to know — will you help me
Declaring that ."we can and will
succeed?" Carter asked his Kansas
regroup," Carter this .took his new
City audience. The response was a long
energy program to the nation, calling it
round of applause.
the key to rallying Americans and
"My belief is that almost all
restoring the faith of the country.
Americans feel the same way," the
Carter repeated his vow to hold U.S.
president replied.
oil imports below the levels of 1977,
He said with support like that "I have
when 8.5 million barrels were imported.
no doubt that we in this great country
"We will have to succeed both by
will succeed."
conservation and production because
His Kansas City speech, like his
from this time forth we will never
Sunday night address from the White
Import one more drop of oil than we did
House, was nationally broadcast and
two years ago," he said.
televised.
He went beyond that, to say that the
In today's address Carter added
import quota for 1979 will be an average
detail to the energy blueprint he
of no more than 8.2 million barrels a
presented to the nation Sunday night. A
day.
•
presidential adviser said the nee
Carter recalled that two years ago he
energy program will cost $140 billion
had pronounced the energy crisis the
over the next 10 years while reducing
moral equivalent of war. He declared it
by 300,000 barrels a day the amount of
again, in tougher terms.
oil the United States will import this
"Now the battle has been joined," he
year.
said. "This time there can be no delay.
Carter said there are no easy answers
This time there can be no retreat ....
to the problem of energy. So he said he
While Carter did not mention nuclear
will continue to explore new,ideas, open
power in his Sunday night address, he
new fronts and develop new points of
said today that nuclear energy "must
attack. "The oil companies must
play an important role in the United
cooperate," Carter said. He announced
States to insure our energy future."
he
is sending federal auditors into the
After announcing the $140 billion
field to make sure the nation's
price tag, Carter itemized once again
refineries comply with energy laws,
the specific measures in his new energy
and to check on the operations of oil
plan:
- -—
dealers and jobbers.
—An Energy Security Corporation,
He said the government will keep
"outside the federal bureaucracy,"
close check on the oil industry, and will
free to use independent business
seek better statistics on energy supjudgment to curb oil imports by
plies.
developing alternative sources of
"We will bring the full force of the
energy.
law to bear on those who profiteer. . or
—An energy mobilization board to cut
who try to cheat the American public,"
red tape and obstacles to increased
he said.
energy production.
Carter said he wants Americans to be
—A shift from oil to coal by U.S.
as familiar with the facts about energy
utilities, plus low cost utility company
as they are with the daily weather
loans to customers to finance conreport.
servation improvements.
But he said that won't produce more
—Improved mass transportation
oil, and shortages will persist. Carter
programs and research on more efsaid the admini:stration will "have to
ficient automobiles, at a cost of $16.5
play a kind of shuffling game" to apbillion over 10 years.
portion limited supplies among in—A sharply expanded program of
dustry, farmers and motorists.
assistance to low income Americans to
"This will have to go on until our longhelp them pay increased energy bills.
term efforts start paying off," Carter
Carter said he is tripling the size of that
said."Therefore, I am urging Congress
program, but gave no figure.
to give me power to set state-by-state
—An effort to produce 20 percent of
conservation goals . ."
U.S. energy from solar power before
At the same time, he asked anew for
the end of the century, with a new
standby authority to ration gasoline in a
National Solar Bank to help finance the
•-crisis.
program.
Even before Carter spelled out the
Carter said producers of natural gas
additional details in Kansas City, his
from Alaska's North Slope have
Sunday night address brought-pledges
"dragged their feet"-- pn financing a
of swift congressional action on energy
pipeline to get the - fuel to market.
legislation.
Carter said the government will call
"I am confident the American people
them in "and get them going."
will respond with the necessary
"I'm going to keep these initiatives
sacrifices and that Congress will pull
moving," Carter said. "Every one of us
together in this time of crisis," said
must keep up this pressure for
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, 13progress."
Mass.
While energy was his theme, Carter
Former Texas Gov. John Connally, a
also dealt briefly with the economy,
Republican seeking. Carter's job, said
saying he will not hesitate "to take
the crisis in confidence the president
action to avoid a serious recession.
spoke of "has been brought about by the
"But inflation is still our nition's
president's own inaction."
more serious economic problem," he
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., who was
said.
among those who met with Carter
With both the economy and energy,
See PRESIDENT
Carter pleaded for help.
Page 9, Column 6

Stephanie Simmons got off to a flying start during an event in Saturday's Murray Jaycee Invitational Swim
Meet.
Results in sports, pages 7-8.
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Your individual
Horoscope

Miss Jennifer Gray
Wed To Mr. Roberts

Frances Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Mrs. Lee Wayne Gray of West
Union, Ohio, and Stephen Alan
Roberts, son of the Hon. di
Mrs. J. Wendell Roberts, of
Marion, were united in
marriage at the Marion
Baptist Church in a candlelight ceremony the afternoon of June 2. Officiating
at the double ring ceremony

ARIES

( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)"nut

Bride's Dress

Luck is with you, but don't
act like a member of the
privileged few. You still have
work to do. Helpful financial
advice from friends.

(
%Ir. and Mrs...Stephen Alan Roberts
circlet of white flowers m her and roses tied with ecru satin
hair.
ribbon was attached.
Shannon Lynn Roberts, . Serving the groom as best

sister of the groom, served as
flower girl. She wore a long
blue silk organza gown
designed with ruffled puff
sleeves and cascading tiers of

a matching corsage and
carried a white lace petal
basket,
The mother of the bride
wore a floor-length gown of

floral- cjiana knit which was
designed with long sleeves and
a tie at the front of the bodice.
A corsage of blue silk roses
and carnations and ecru satin
ribbon was pinned at her
shoulder.
The mother of the groom
chose a floor-length gown of
mauve, blue and gray floral
chiffon which was designed
with an elbow-length capelet
and a self-fabric rose at the
waistline. She carried A

man was Mark Holloman.
Toby Gray, nephew of the
bride, was ring bearer. Ushers
were Greg Cooper, cousin of
the groom, and Kenny Gray,
brother of the bride.
The guest register was kept
by Cindy Vance, cousin of the
groom,and LaVanda Guess.
Reception
A reception followed the
ceremony in the church
fellowship hall.
Serving .the guests were
cousins of the bride and
groom, Misses Kim Sanert
and Tanya Cooper, Mrs.
Margie Vance, and Mrs. Ruby
Edwards.
Prior to the wedding the

couple was honored • by a
garden party rehearsal dinner
at the home of the groom, a
tea given at the home Of Mrs.
Coffield Vance by Rhonda
Derington, Linda Cooper,
Sylvia Sanert and Frances
Vance and a personal shower
natural straw fan to which a for the bride at the home
of
corsage of mauve silk daisies Miss Cindy Vance given by
Kim Sanert, Tanya Cooper
and Cindy Vance.
Tuesday Is
Following a wedding trip to
_ Bargain Kite
the Great Smoky Mountains,
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts are at
At These Theatres
their home at the Ski Lodge
Apartments in Birmingham,
C,.4
.
0t4.
-Alabama.
The groom is the grandson
410411tRAY "
i •
•
•
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Taylor of Lynn Grove.
Ci#1-¢"

Investigate opportunities to

Mr. & Mrs. Parks Are
Honored,Anniversary
Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
Parks, the former Isabel
Thomas, is employed at the
Bank of Murray.
Red
white, and blue
decorations were used for the
occasion.
Those present were Mr. and
in-law, daughter, and gran- Mrs. Carmorf7arks, Mr. and
dson--Rod, Marilyn, and-- Mrs. Max Parks and Dustin,
David Chatman. Sedalia , Ng-ray; Mr. and Mrs. Bill

Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks,
Sycamore Street, Murray,
were honored with a surprise
cookout in celebration of their
40th wedding anniversary on
Saturday, July 7.
The special occasion was
held at the home of their son-

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

No Passes•No Bargain Nita
In space no one can 7:10,9:20

CAPP I
iooe Chestnut

hear you scream.

Ends Thor.

`

ALIENA
ROGE,R MOORE 7:15,9:35
JAMES40110 007

1010 Chestnut

MOON
RAKER

Now!

Ce•s41I
MIS Central Or

L Ends Soon

!PG!

Local Club
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will hold its monthly
campout at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Park on Friday,
turday, and Sunday; July

r

Ford. andM
married July 8, 1939. Mr.
pa dru.caanhd Mrs.
t
Mark
c Ford,
Parks is with the Webster Safe"4haa
and Lock Company out of honored couple, and the hosts.

ESCAPE FROM
r‘ ALCATRAZ

AIN

7:20,9:253
BARBRA STREISAND RYAN O'NEAL

dentral Ctr

'THE ION EVEhrr
}Ends Soolii 0 N.
18:30,10:401

2241ti;
lil SYLVESTER STALLONE
121 Stith
[Ends Thur.]
Umitird Artists

ALL YOU CAN EAT

21, and 22.

FREE!

11.

•••••••••••mr,•::•••••••
•••

16Oz.
soft drink

Shelton campsite.

All members and interested
campers are invited to attend.
Officers are Rudolph Howard,
president; Andy Rogers, vice
president;

- f
Ceis4i

Captain D's
FISH DINNER

T. G. and Estelle Shelton
/13t will be wagorinakers with
Nix and Margery Crawford as
assistants. A homemade ice
cream supper is planned for
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the

17:15,9:20J
CLINT EAST WOOD

and

(Carol) Kelly,
treasurer.

Mrs.

Dan

secretary-

MISS YOUR PAPER?
5:44tocrlbors who hero not
rocelymi timir hams okonvorml
copy et net Illwrry Loaf*,
ne
!
., by 5:30 p.m. Woodsy
Friday tor by 3:30 p.m. on
Solvedirys aro orgoil to call
753-1916 bemoan 5:30 p.84
mod 4 pm., 1111•441•y•Fr4diry, Of
SAO p.m. immi 4 p.m.'$atyr
days, te ismer* dollrory of tile
powspaper. Calls meat be
*mod by 6 p.m trookans Sr
4 p.m. Sotordwys tor guarimm••

•

ease,eye problems and even
painful involvement of the
nerves to your feet and legs.

that fits your ideal weight.
Those pimple formations
that you described in the
rest of your letter are particularly apt to occur in diabetics. It's also true that diabetics are more prone to common boils. For that matter,
diabetics are more prone to
infections in general. Then
once the infection occurs, it
can seriously affect the state
of the diabetes itself.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 3-11,
Diabetes: Diagnosis, Prevention And Management,
to give you more information on your problem. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. tend
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Putting it all together, I
really think you ought to get
busy and make -a serious
effort about improving your
health status. The longer
you let your diabetes go
without having taken proper
measures to control it, the
more likely you are to have
complications, including
heart disease,. kidney dis-

Singles Will

J

•

Hold Dinner
Meet Tonight
Singles Unlimited will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church parking lot. They will
then leave by the church van

to go to Sue and Charlie's at
Aurora for dinner.
Starting Monday, Aug. 6, at
7:30 p.m., the group will meet
each Monday at that time in
the church parlor of the First
United Methodist Church,

unless otherwise notified.
Singles Unlimited is open to
all adults over 18 years who
are single due to death,
divorce, or never having been
married.

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One Special Price.
TVESDAY

Slulbn' Sirloin Steak ()inner

MONDAY
commit stook
Dinner

WEDNESDAY
Chickon F.rlod
Stool' Dinner.

Then each day you ye got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast
any Drink, and a trip to our Soup 'n
'
Salad Bar

79

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.

Quality that keeps you cumin'back.
Bel-Air Center
Murray

Brings You
Drive IN
PrescpTilietri
Service
•
---.4
When you need tualitEation a
on't feel like a lot
.
,
of trouble. CdpiktoBefgley's Medical Arts Pharmacy
at 300 SoutligitkStreetin Murr y.

,

/1\

•

We will give yea the same court ous Service an
,,_ _ ,•
,r
prescriptio* plices, la\
t t has always been yo

ow

at

- Begley's.

You get french fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only

Plus the CONVENIENCE of

ltf,.
1 )co-Ur prAiscr:iption

without leaving your ear.

$279
captem Crii)

Monday & Tuesday
Murray

4

Don't let it go

Bcgley's

, Adams, Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks Vete • Leslie Boggess, Mr. and Mrs.

Campout Will
Be Held By

urine. Such individuals may eat a lot and still
lose weight.
You certainly should avoid
the sweets. While I'm sorry
you had the experience by
eating a lot of candy and
cake which, as you say,
nearly killed you, I hope that
you learned from the lesson.
The most important advice I can give you is to go
ahead and slowly and sensibly eliminate your excess
body fat. Let your doctor
help you with a - basic diet

Route 1.

r$3 A

Carload • • to •
10••••••lidikil•••••••
,

DEAR- D'fr.-- LAMUT - I
discovered a little over 10
years ago that I was diabetic. I carried the mail for 30
years until I was retired and
I've always had a weight
problem but I try to keep it
down. I weighed as much as
250 pounds but now I'm down
to 225. I have very little
difficulty yith my diabetes
and have never used insulin
although I did have to be
hospitalized two or three
years ago.
I still need to lose at least
25 pounds, but I'm thankful
that one facet of 'diabetes
that hasn't attacked me yet
is uncontrollable weight
loss.
Two years ago I ate three
bags of M & M's. I also ate
fruit cake and it had plenty
of sugar in it. I nearly died. I
had to learn the hard way.
I am thirsty all the time
and do have to urinate a lot,
but it's not painful and it
doesn't bother me in any
other way. I would appreciate any other suggestions
that you have.
DEAR READER — It's
true that in the early stages,
many people with adult onset diabetes are overweight.
If the diabetes progresses so
that lots of sugar is lost in
the urine, then such individuals begin to lose weight and
may have just exactly the
opposite problem.
-I'm glad that your diabetes hasn't progressed to
that stage, but, I am concerned about your statement
that you're thirsty all the
time and must urinate frequently. This is a common

Home entertaining is
favored providing you keep
expenses down. Purchase
items that will stand the test of
time. Avoid frivolities.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
to May
12
rfil tze
Minimi
( Apr.
ze2c
Ohlat
t
tg
ee
tki,
fer
Don't jump to premature
conclusions about financial
misunderstanding. Talks with matters. Romantic interests
family members go well, but are favored as long as you
make sure others carry avoid overspending.
through on promises.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
( May 21 to June 20)
Family members seem to be
What you hear now is liable evading the issues. Talks now
to be an exaggeration. remain inconclusive. Still,
Moneymaking ideas are important gains can be
made
favored, but avoid gossip and on a work project.
carelessness with words.
CANCER
PISCES
( June 21 to July 22) ED
)Feb. 19 to Mar. A)
Socializing may lead to
Heed the words of an old
romantic opportunity, but
friend. Chances are you're
don't let the influence of
taking things too lightly.
others cause you to overspend.
Errors in judgment could
Replenish wardrobe.
occur. Love interests favored.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
( July 23 to Aug. 221 J2'tgf
both artistic and practical.
Be alert to career openings, Your sensitivity
inclines you
but don't promise more than to art and the
theater, but you
you can deliver.-Superiors,are ale equally at
home in the
prone to exaggerate or change business world.
Though
plans.
personally inclined to a
VIRGO
fluctuating attitude towards
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "1"
eil money, ranging from conBg careful you don't give the servatism to recklessnes
s, you
wrong impressioillo someone would make a good
banker or symptom of more advanced
afar. A social occasion may financier.
Responsibility diabetes. It happens because
lead to a romantic In-' seems to bring out the
best in - the diabetic - loses a lot of
troduction. Be discreet.
you, for you are concerned sugar in the urine.
The kidney. Ails trouble
LIBRA
with the needs of others and
keeping the sugar
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
are community-minded. Civic and so it passesin solution
a lot of
Career , opportunities have leadership and politics
are of water with the sugar that's
you in a joyful mood, but natural interest to
being
eliminated. That wayou.
premature celebrating could History, writing, and
science ter has to be replaced so the
dissipate newly won benefits. also appeal. Birthdate
of: diabetic is thirsty. Hence
Watch extravagant behavior. John Jacob Astor,
financier; this causes two of the imporSCORPIO
James Cagney, actor; and tant symptoms of a diabetic
— being thirsty and passing
)Oct. 23 to Nov. 2) nt•
Diahann Carroll, singer.
lots of

xcf

train. Her finger-tip length ruffles in the skirt. She wore a
veil of silk illusion was edged headband of blue silk forgetwith Chantilly lace and was me-nots, rosebuds and baby's
attached to a Camelot cap of breath. On her wrist, she wore
matching lace enhanced with
seed pearls.
She carried a nosegay
arrangement of blue silk
rosebuds, forget-me-nots, lilly
of the valley and flocked
baby's breath and accented by
cascading satin and lace
streamers which Were tied in
love knots. Her only jewelry
was a string of pearls and
small pearl earrings, a gift
from the groom.
Serving as matron of honor
was Mrs. Yvonne Gray,sisterin-law of the bride. She wore a
formal gown of blue chiffon
print with open butterfly
sleeves. She carried a single
pale blue long-stemmed silk
me, atvi wore a chignon

commercialize creative
talents.
Avoid
fawning
behavior with superiors Don't
be so casual with promises.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

vig

was the Rev. Ray Jackson.
church pastor.
The couple excbanged vows
before an altar adorned with

The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a formal gown of pure
silk organza. The Victorian
bodice was of organza
overlaid with Chantilly lace
and re-embroidered with seed
pearls and featured an empire
waist. The full Bishop sleeves
were fashioned with lace
inserts and pearls overlaid the
silk organza sleeves with deep
lace cuffs. The full skirt
featured a deep flounce edged
with matching lace and extended into a chapel length

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

FOR TUESDAY,JULY 17, 111711

Miss Jennifer Paulette
Gray, daughter of Mr. and

double brass candelabra
entwined with greenery and
enhanced with blue satin bows
and large white doves
carrying blue satin streamers
in their beaks. Completing the
setting were ceramic pedestal
urns filled with Boston fern on
either side of the candelabra.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Gwen
Marsh, pianist, Mrs. Mariane
Patmor, organist, and John
Gilbert, soloist. Songs included in the program were
"If," "Wedding Song ( There
is Love)" and The Lord's
Prayer."

HEALTH

300 South 8th Street
Adjacent to the Hospital
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Community Calendar Events
Monday, July 16
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
have an installation of new
members at the Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank,at 7 p.m.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For information call 7624851.

Monday,July in
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 6 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church parking lot
to go by church van to Sue &
Charlie's for dinner.
Harvest Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will have a social at the
church parlor at 7:30 p.m.
Workshops for
baton
twirling teams, flag corps,
rifle squads, field commanders, and drum majors of
high school bands will open
today and continue through
July 20 at the Cutchin
'Recreational Complex at
Murray State University.

A Casavant Cavalcade
Performance Workshop in
exhibition marching for high
school band members, as a
part of the summer youth
program will open today and
continue through July 18 in the
Cutchin Recreational Complex, Murray State University.
Parents Anonymous will not
meet, but for assistance call
759-4875 or 759-1792.

Wednesday, July 16
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Fair will include
Jersey Cattle Show at 10 a.m..
Horse and Mule Pull at 1 p.m..
Open Rabbit Show at 5 p.m.,
and Family Nile and Tractor
Pull at 7 p.m.

County
Murray-Calloway
Fair will have its official
opening at 5:30 p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds. Scheduled are 4H Rabbit Show at 5 p.m. and
Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull at 7
p.m.

First United Methodist Men
will have a Father-Son Outing
at the City-County Park at
6:30 p.m.

r - Enfoy

FLORIDA Furs
South Seas Style--1-;--PI
In SARASOTA'

Irk

•

AKU TIKI

Shorefront on Gull of Mexico

Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach
one of the world's finest. Don't miss Sarasota
other attractions. Circus Hall of Fame,
Ringling Museum, Jungle Garden—fishing
sailing, water-skiing.

i<gfr

Relax in comfort. . bask in the sun,
swim in the pool and Gulf, sip cocktail
at the musical beach bar, lunch on th
tio. Polynesian. American cuisine.
Golf, tennis nearby. All pew rooms
with Gulf viwys, effic., suites. Color
TV, air conditioning. Exciting South
Seas decor sets a Polynesian scene
of faraway vacation enchantment.

SARASOTA, FLORIDA

) )
Write or call now. •
AKU TIKI INN/BEST WESTERN
Phone
t tasa Beni Frankbn Orpee pet 01,711
it, Ode Beach, Sarasota, Flor.da 3 71
3 mease sand tre• brochures, rates

•
(813)388-5021 N

AKU TIKI s-II Pa NI
'
Sarasota, Florida 33577 i cay, state. Zip

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. with Nancy
Bogard.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center.
Clara Bramley will present
a program on nutrition at the
Douglass Community Center
at 12:30 p.m. after the noon
meal.
Hazel Community Center
opens at 10 a.m. for activities
by the Hazel Senior Citizens
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Murray Senior Citizens
Activities will be held from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Darn
Village State Park at 8:30 p.rri:
Tuesday,July 17
Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
-Pianist F. Gayle Schmidt
who is on the faculty of
Baldwin-Wallae Conservatory
of Music and Cleveland State
University, will present a
concert at 8:1.) p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
'Doyle :Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

FILM, FLANS CUBES,
CANESIS,FUMES,

Tri-State Ladies Golf
Tournament will be held at the
Oaks Country Club.

Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the rectory, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will have a cook-out at
the City-County Park at 6:30
p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Quilting
Lore from 1 to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm; How We Study
History from 2 to 4 p.m. at The
Animal
Homeplace-1850;
Tracks at 2:30 p.m. and
Moonlight Discovery at 8:30
p.m., both at Center Station.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens.
Swim Guest Day for seventh
to ninth grades will be held at
the Oaks Country Club.
Public performance by
Summer Puppetry Caravan
will be at 3 p.m. in the garden
'of the Calloway County Public
Library.
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate performances at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

Ladies Day Golf
To Be Held
Wednesday At
Murray Club
Ladies Day Golf will be held
at the Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, July lit with tee
off time at 9:30 a.m.
Mickie
Phillips,
golf
hostess, said the lineup will
not be printed as usual as
many of the members will be
playing in the Tri-State Golf
Tournament at the Oaks
Conntry Club on Wednesday.
Those who plan to play at
the Murray club are asked to
come and be paired at the tee,
Mrs. Phillips said.

HOSPITAL NEWS

6Nehte
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By Abigail Van Buren

Dubious
Convert
DEAR ABBY: I am not of the Jewish faith, but I am
engaged to marry a Jewish girl. I have agreed to convert to
Judaism, but I was told that in order to convert I must be
circumcised.
Abby, I am 44 years old and really. not too eager to go
through something like that at my age. Can youaplease tell
me if it's absolutely necessary?
NEEDS TO KNOW IN NEVADA
DEAR NEEDS: All Orthodox and Conservative rabbis
adhere to the ancient Jewish law which demands that the
man be circumcised in order to convert to Judaism. But
here's a suggestion: Some Reformed rabbis are more lenient
than others, and do not insist on circumcision. Find a liberal
Reformed rabbi if you prefer to remain intact.

At Local Library
The Calloway Coyity Public Library will hold its monthly
luncheon on Thury, July 19, at 12 noon with the featured
entertainment to be "Punch and Judy" shows by the Summer Puppetry Caravan, under the direction of Neil
DeTeresa.
Featured on the menu will be southern fried chicken,
potato salad with a special dressing, herbed cole slaw, and
DixieLand chocolate cake. The price for the luncheon will be
$1.25 and reservations should be made by Wednesday afternoon.
"Although the luncheon is primarly planned for adults,
children are welcome if prior reservations are made," said
Margaret Trevathan, librarian. Persons should clal the
library, 753-2288, to stop by as early as possible to make
reservations as seating is limited, the librarian said.

DEAR ABBY: My father, who is 87, is very well-off financially as well as physically. Is there a gracious way to bring
to his attention that he could make monthly or annual
monetary gifts to his children tax free'?
None of us "needs" anything, but extra cash would be
very helpr il to improve our homes, take trips, and make life
more comfortable generally.
It also upsets me to think that if Father just leaves us his
money after he dies, a huge slice will go for inheritance
taxes.
How much better it would be for all concerned if Father
could give his money away while he is alive and able to see
us enjoy the fruits of his labor. He has amassed a small fortune.
We love him and see him often, but none of us can think of
a way to tell him the above. We are all between 50 and 60,
but sign this
"ONE OF THE KIDS"
DEAR ONE: I know of no "gracious" way to ask anyone
for anything. It's inconceivable that one who has amassed a
small fortune lacks competent up-to-date advice from
lawyers, accountants and financial advisers. It's entirely
possible that Father prefers to give the fruits of his labor to
his Untie iSam) rather than to "the kids."
DEAR ABBY: There's a girl in our office who's been
single ever since the death of her husband about two years
ago. The boss lost his wife last year and these two have been
very chummy ever since. They've even taken out-of-town
trips together just like married folks. They've recently announced Ito the surprise of no one) that they are engaged to
be married.
A large wedding is planned, and I have heard that all of us
in the office will be invited. How can I tactfully turn down
this wedding invitation? I don't care to attend the weddin,g
of people who have lived in sin for a year.
OMIT MY SIGNATURE
DEAR OMIT: 9Itpply decline. You need not give a reason.
(P.S. You could be wrong about this "sin" charge, you know.
Are you "indignant" enough' to quit working for this
"sinner"? And if not, why not?)
CONFIDENTIAL TO PARENTS OF A VERY YOUNG
DRUG ADDICT: Contact FAMILIES ANONYMOUS.
They have been a godsend to many parents who didn't have
a clue about how to handle the nightmare of drugs in the
family. No fees. No dues. Just meetings with a group of
friendly, supportive people who have lived through it. For
information about the group nearest you, write FAMILIES
ANONYMOUS, Box 334, Torrance, Calif. 90501. Include a
self-addressed, stamped envelope, please. They are a nonprofit organization.

Workshops On Elderly'
I
Conducted By Bureau

7479
Newborn Admission
Payne, Baby Boy (Karen),
Holiday Tr. Ct. Bx. 16, Benton.
Dismissals
Janet L. Johnson, Rt. 8 Bx.
3B, Murray, Stevec Barney,
416 Oak Dale, Dresden, Tenn.,
Mrs. Loretta Jobs, 1513 Martin
Chapel Rd., Murray, Gaylon
Knox, 2968 Tudor, Memphis,
Tenn., Mrs. Kitty D.
Stephenson and Baby Boy, Bx.
35, Murray, Mrs. Patricia B.
Johnson, 115 Spruce, Murray,
Hassel Shelton, 511 S. 6th,
Murray, Mrs. Sudie Morton
(expired), 1609 Loch Lomond,
Murray.

Two workshops presenting division of Communication
com- Disorders in the Department
information
on
munication disorders suffered of Sjiecial Education at
by elderly were presented to Murray State University.
the Pennyrile District of -the
Crutcher and Nantu are
Bureau of Social Services in intervention specialists for-the
Hopkinsville and the Green prOjnet."It is funded by Title
River District of the Bureau of 20, Social
Gerontology
Social Services in Owensboro. -cirogram. Grants are made by
The workshops, entitled' the Adminstration of Aging,
"The Environmental Com- Office of Human Development
munication Intervention for Services and the Department
the Aging," dealt with hearing of Health, Education and
loss, laryngectomee, aphasia, Welfare.
•apraxia, dysarthria and senile
dementia. They were conducted by Debbie Crutcher
and Judy Nantau. from the

The time t•
health ca

Artsraft Studios
11$ Ss. 17110534Sn
Plelleamins AT NAM MS

ANILY CLEBILINICLI

DEADLINE
DAY IS
NEAR FOR
SOUTH
CENTRAL
BELL'S
PHONE BOOK
We really hate to rush you,
but the deadline for placing
your ad in the Yellow Pages
is aborithere.
Same goes for new listings in the White Pages. If
there is a member of your
household who should be
listed, or if you want to put
the name of your business
in bold type, now's the time.
So call our business
office today. Put the new
Telephone Directory to
work for you.

South Central Bell
PIER I IMPORTS is pleased to
announce that Sherri Thornton has chosen her home accessories from our Bridal
Registry, for decorative accessories.

Pietl imports
Be! Air Center
753-1851

examine your
1 ;1 overage is now...

Belore you need it.
PLAIN

1 PIECE
DRESSES

Savings Up To

24.?

50%

Slacks or
Trousers

and more!
Pekes AndTaos Wet Then
1/ II.19

On Men,Women and Children's Clothing

&F
Luncheon Planned
Tintes

Monday,July 16
Summer Puppet Workshop
will be from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
at the Calloway County Public
Library. Special production
open to the public will be at 7
p.m. at the library.
Baptist -.Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Sally Scott at 7 p.m.
Persons may meet at the
church for a ride to the home.

Tuesday, July 17
A Master Woodwind Repair
Martin's Chapel United
Clinic, conducted by Arthur Methodist Church Women are
Bean of King Music Company, scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
wilt be held at Murray State
University througb July 20.
Events at Murray-Calloway
For informatiori,T'all David County Fair will include
A Marching Percussion Wells, 762-4395.
Holstein and Friesian Cattle
Workshop for directors with
Show at 10 a.m. and
Toni Roe, staff member of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free Demolition Derby at 7 p.m.
Marching Band of America, and Accepted Masons is
Inc., as instructor, will be at scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Murray State University. For at the lodge hall.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
information call David Wells,
will meet at 4 p.m. at the lodge
762-4395.
time due
ReCtiVirY Inc. wilt meet at hall: Note the early
stand
by the
concession
to
the
Blue Grass State CB Club is 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at North Seventh and Olive assembly at the MurrayCalloway County Fair.
the club hall:
Streets.
ft;41,11.
.etryjg st/a
.
t.
4
U'ketig
rai?ItUileA3:11 tlieied
."."

m

one Houh
DRY

SETTLE-WORKMAN

cLeaneRs

lintiftwaShopping Center

PhoneDays753-9525
A Week

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRISSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
ON HANGERS
OR FOI IWO

Central Shopping (nit',
Open 7 a.m
p rn

45'OR 51"

With inflatior, and the rise in health care costs
your health care plan that seemed so good a
few years ago just may not be adequate
Don't wait till sotbeone in your family is sick or
injured and has to go to the hospital before you
find out you need more coverage
Examine your present health care plan now Take a good
look at what it covers and for how much Review the
following questions
room allowance adequate)
Is your hospital
_
. .
Does your program cover outpatient Ibborotory and X•rot
•
Is surgery covered on an outpatient &mos")
- Do you hitfre-piiiTsiEkTut coverqge when in Me linsprtai• for a
non surgical case?
}.
Does your major medical covet prescriptropstrugs
.
services of your primary care physician)
If you have a Blue Cross and Blue Shield health care plait
you may find you want to increase your Blue Cross hospital
--roorn allowance and your surgical merle-AT-se-her:Wemay also want to pirrthe over 11*XMOU Kentuckians whii
Raw out $2511.00(/ catastrophic Mator Medical Program
. At Blue Cross and Blue Shield ol Kentucky we iccdevelopirq
programs and benefits to help you pay for health care at a
reasonable cost You can help by eying to stay healthy and
keeping your benefits up to date When you need to use
•
•
• VQ1.11 protection. use it wisely
If you have any questions about your present Blue Cross and
Blue'Stnek.1 coverage. are interested in increasing benefits it
enrolling in Blue Cross and Blue Shield coveraw contact
Member Information Service. 99111 Linn Station Road. .
.
liouisville. KY 41)221 Or. call rH2l 42, 'it XXI
ont. I.)
Make sure you have coverayi., ti help nivel i,
it 111M

befilte y. u Wed it

MeCross
Blue Shield
of Iforducky

'Beg Mark. Blue C.** Ann
• Reg Ms, B.toe 51
,
•le •sial
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EARTtiN
Heardine is a service for senior
citizens Its purpose is to answer
Anestions and solve problems — fast. If
.you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
_Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
_receive a prompt reply . but you must
Tinclude a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
:be printed in this column.
. HEARTLINE: I turned age 65 in
March and I hope to continue to work
until the end of 1979. My company has a
health insurance plan under which I am
Covered. Do I still have to take out
Medicare when I turn 65? — G.W.
No, you do not have to take Medicare
at age 65. However, you should check
very carefully with your company
because many group policies will not
:cover employees over the age of 65.
- You should sign up for the hospital
iiortion of Medicare because this is
'free. The medical benefit premium is
currently $8.70 per month and for each
.year after the age of 65 that you do not
,
1take the medical benefits, the premium
*cost will be increased by 10 percent.
; For...those people on Medicare,
lieartline has developed a detailed book
!covering the whole Medicare program.
Heartline's guide to Medicare is written
in easy-to-understand question-andanswer form and contains all of the upto-date information on Medicare. This
book explains many medical items and
services which are covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
deductibles you must pay, a sample
:Medicare claim form with detailed
:instructions on how to fill it out and a
,complete explanation on how the
reasonable charge under part "B" is
figured.
This book may be ordered by sending
$1.75 to Medicare Guidebook, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
your money will be refunded.

Washington Today

lous 3Peei es:

•

HEARTLINE: Our car is in need of
new tires. We are on a fixed income and
would appreciate any advice you can
give us on purchasing new tires. — T.S.
First, never choose a smaller size
liLLMEN
than those which came with youY car.
Tires should always be replaced with
the same size as recommended by the
automobile or tire manufacturer.
Different types and profiles of tires are
not always interchangeable due to
differences in load ratings, tire
dimensions, fender clearances and rim
sizes — particularly with older cars.
Tires of different size construction
and stages of wear may affect vehicle
handling and stability. For best allaround performance, tires of the same
type or construction should be used on
all four wheels, with the exception of
those for special service such as snow
tires.
While not recommended, it may be
all right to mix your present tires with
other size designations or constructions
provided they are used in pairs on the
same axle. Check the owner's manual
or tire instructions affixed to the
vehicle for the automobile manufacturer's recommendation before you
replace or mix tires.
When radial tires are used with bias
or belted bias construction on the same
vehicle, the radials must always be
placed on the rear axle.
If you're selecting only a pair of
replacement tires in the same size and
By WALTER R. MEARS
construction as on the car, they should
AP Special Correspondent
be put on the rear wheels for better
traction, handling and extra protection
WASHINGTON (API — Jimmy
against flats. A single new tire should
Carter won the White House as the
be paired on the rear axle with the tire
outsider, the man who said he could
having the most tread depth of the other
change Washington because he was not
three.
part of its establishment. By his own
A "break-in" period is also recomaccount, it hasn't worked that way.
mended for all new tires the tires on
Now, as he begins a new campaign,
a new car, the spare put on after a flat
Carter is trying to reclaim the themes
and all replacements. Limiting speed to
that worked political `magic for him
55 m.p.h. for the first 50 miles of driving
three years ago.
enables the complex elements in a tire
In Kansas City and Detroit today, and
to adjust gradually and give top perin scores of cities to come, Carter
formance.
promises to hear and heed the voice of
the nation.
By FRANK CORMIER
"I will continue to travel the country
Associated Press Writer
to hear the people of America," he said
Sunday night. "You can help me
develop a national agenda for the 1980s.
I will listen. And I will act. We will act
together."
That's what he promised in the first
place.
But Carter acknowledged that in the
three years since his nomination, the
subjects on which he has spoken to the
domestic woes was not always easy.
Take the seemingly simple matter of
reacting to good news emerging from a
sea of misery.
7fill
One thing all' presidents have been
good at is responding to geed news.
Such was not the case, however, when
the government announced a drop in
unemployment and a slowing of the
inflation rate. That happened Friday
•
ji.
r.
morning.
Operating perhaps on the theory that
the boss should have the privilege of
heralding favorable developments, the
agencies that normally react to such
reports deferred to the White House.
But Carter and his high command
were cloistered at Camp David.
It was early evening before the
"Indians" manning the White House in
the absence of the "chiefs" were able to
draft a formal reaction to the morning
reports.
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Police agencies have high-priority
-access to tight gasoline supplies. That
Includes the Secret Service, charged
with Carter's protection.
Last weekend, a Secret Service
-station wagon turned up at a closed
:truck stop at Thurmont, Md., near the
Camp David site of Carter's domestic
summit.
Lo, an attendant materialized and
pumped 12 gallons of gas into the
wagon. No problem.
For bureaucrats here, running the
government while the president sought
solutions at Camp David to his

Bible Thought
. . . Jesus knew that his hour was
come that he should depart out of
this world unto the Father, having
loved his own which were in the
world, he loved Ahem unto the end.
John 13:1.
Of all the promises in the Bible,
perhaps the must enduring is the
one boys and girls sing so easily.
"Jesus loves me" And there's no
end to il! "
•
-
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Carter Must Deliver
nation "have become increasingly
narrow, focused more and more on
what the isolated world of Washington
thinks is important.
"Gradually, you have heard more
and more about what the government
thinks or what the government should
be doing — and less and less about our
nation's hopes, our dreams and our
vision of the future."
''Washington, D.C., has become an
island," the president said from his
office in Washington, D.C. "The gap
between our citizens and our government has never been so wide."
That is much the same as what
Carter said about the Washington of
1976, after eight years of Republican
administration.
"In recent years our nation has seen
a failure of leadership," Carter said in
accepting the Democratic presidential
nomination on July 15, 1976. "We have
been hurt and we have been
disillusioned. We have seen a wall go up
that separates us from our government
. . . We feel that moral decay has
weakened our country, that it is crippled by a lack of goals and values, and
that our public officials have lost faith
in us . .
"We want to have faith again. We
want to be proud again." .
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The Story Of
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Calloway County

1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Fourth Monday attracted the sual huge crowd on a hot dusty
day with abnormal discomfort ss4s tke gas engine on the water
pump on the square blew a gaske and 'the well went dry—even
the red lemonade for sale at street sides bit the dust. But it was
not a day to be forgotten for-Dr. Sam- Yongue arrived from Pailt;call
in a Reo Runabout, the sixth gasoline buggy to grace the gravel
streets of a busy tolyn rapidly being flooded with the new machirn
The NV. 0. W. Cornet Concert Band, 18 members strong, gave an
inspiring presentation, the last public performance under the title
for the instruments were sold later and re-organized under the Brasfield Concert Band.
B. F. Johnson filed a $100 damage suit against Foreman &
Graham Motor Company, charging a company car with scaring his
horse and failure of the chauffeur to render aid by not stopping the
vehicle that resulted in tearing up the buggy and giving his mare
a nervous breakdown. Johnson lost the case. In the same session
of cirouit court six divorces were granted, thus emphasizing the
grinding wheels a progress on its merry unfettered-way until this
flabbergasting day.
With progress stirring up the air, the Murray Ledger took full
advantage of every breeze to champion a sidewalk in front of every
home by paying eulogy to the big spenders who saw fit to join the
movement of progress. To lighten up the roadways, Mgr. Wade
Crawford of the electric company installed an improved illuminating
system by using 100:Vatt bulbs at street crossings. A. Downs was
renamed postmaster as 'Was to be expected in a progressive town
with the ins keeping the outs from obtaining the warm patronage
seats in 1910. Old fiddlers contests were held with methodic regularity--at the old court house before it was burned down" the night
before a new crop of officers were to take charge of the building
in 1903, but the fun kept jigging on in substitute meeting houses for
the fiddlers. And the music played on!
To Be Continued

0:4

Jimmy

An AP News Analysis

Washington Waste
- WASHINGTON (AP) — Boink!
Boink! said the chisel. Scratch!
Scratch! said the shovel.
For several days last month, two
workmen carefully dug out and
replaced broken patches of concrete in
the White House sidewalk that runs
alongside the West Wing offices of
President Carter and his staff.
Thus begins another story about
waste in government.
Not that the sidewalk didn't need
work,and a lot of it. Some of the cracks
were almost large enough to swallow a
small child.
But hear this!
A few weeks later, while Carter was
jetting around the Far East, other
;workers appeared and dug up most of
;the newly patched sidewalk and
replaced it from curb to curb with fresh
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In that acceptance speech, Carter
spoke of the wounds left by war and by
Watergate, and said it was time for
healing.
"Those wounds are still very deep,"
he said Sunday night. "They never have
been healed."
While the themes are
situationS are vastly different. The
questions Carter raised Sunday night
about the condition of the country and
its leadership are customarily those of
a challenger, not an incumbent seeking
re-election.
It is hard to see how a Democratic
president, who has been working with a
Democratic Congress, can succesfully
campaign with criticism of the
government he heads.
After all, if the gap between
Washington and the rest of America
really is wider than ever, Carter will
have to take his share of the blame.
Perhaps that itself is a starting point
for the comeback Carter needs. He has
promised, again, to lead and to listen,
and he has challenged Congress"and the
country with a forceful new energy
plan.
Now he will have to deliver. And
there isn't much time. In six months,
the 1980 presidential campaign will be
underway in earnest.

similar, the

Letters To The Editor
•

A Simple Energy cure
If we rely on the government to find
If we Americans cut back sufficiently
the solution to our energy shortage, it is on our fuel consumption, we
would not
going to get so complicated and ex- only have no waiting lines
and gasoline
pensive we will not be able to afford it. rationing, we would see the
price of
Further, it leaves a wide open door for
gasoline go no higher than it already is.
the more crooked politicians to figure
Let's not fool ourselves for a minute, as
out an additional way to grease their long as the petroleum companies can
palms. We all know this costs us ad- keep us waiting in lines, they
are going
ditional millions of dollars that we can
to stuff this fact down the throats of our
ill afford.
se-"elected" government officials and
I offer the following as a simple keep demanding and raising the price.
solution to our energy situation:
Also, whatever the wording of the
1. Honestly make an effort to drive
Windfall Tax bill is, you can bet your
only when- it is -absolutely necessary
bottom dollar it will be passed back
and use public transportation whenever down to the consumer in some way and
possible.
we pay, and pay, and pay.
,
ih
Taleke the car keys away'from owThe only simple and least expensive
teenage sops and daughters and
way to beat this problem is to cut back
suggest they travel by bicycle and
our personal fuel demand. By doing this
maintain their health.
we will not necessarily be doing our
3. Insist that all forms of racing that government a favor but will be
uses gasoline or related fuels be ban- rewarding ourselves, the taxpayers.
ned.
Just look at the plain facts of the past
4. Do not purchase any automobile
malicious manipulations (1972-1973
that will not average at'least 30 miles to gasoline shortage) and the stupid
the gallon of gasoline.
maneuvering of our government at the
5. Ration oulpillies on recreational
behest of JAG PETROLEUM INboating_ or better yet, get a sailboat. TERESTS eigflitiu can readily see that
when we, the common average
that our congress take
asncheap
Demand
The
6. w'
American, start calling the shots
immediate sensible measures to pursue
without reservation, there will be fuel
the production of replaceable fuels no
and there will be a price rise stoppage.
matter how much it hurts the
James 0. Piggott
petroleum companys.
Boit. 2409 College Station
You may think these measures a bit
Murray, Ky 42071
drastic and harmful to your style of
living. But think about it for a minute.
Whether or not there is an actual
shortage of crude oil, fuel oil, and
gasoline right now is actually unimportant. The irriportant fact is that the Dear Editor:
The City Planner's Office would like
long range supply is definitely limited.
What happens then to our so-called to take this opportunity to thank
publicly those groups and individuals
style of living?
who participated in the recent CityWRITE A LETTER
wide mobile home survey.
Letters to the editor are welcomed
We would like to thank the
management of Wendy's Old Fashioned
and encouraged. All letters mast be
Hamburgers and McDonald's for their
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
civic mindedness and contributions to
included for verification. The phone
the success of the survey. We salute the
number will not be published.
Murray Police Department for the
Letters should be typewritten and
services they rendered to the pardouble-spaced whenever possible
ticipants.
—
We wish to especially thank the Girl
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Scouts of the Murray Corps under the
Editors reserve the right to
direction of Mrs. Kathleen Herndon.
condense or reject any letter and
Without the hard work provided by
these young ladies, the survey would
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
have been impossible.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Sincerely,
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky.42071.
Steve Zea
City Planner

Planner Says
Thanks For Help

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Phil Youngblood, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Youngblood of Hardin, is a
member of the organization that has
played a major role in the Apollo 11
Lunar Landing Mission. He is an
electrical engineer at Huntsville, Ala
Deaths reported include G. B. Taylor,
92, Raymond Causey, 56, Robert
Morton,65, Lee Vickers, 86, Johnnie M.
Carroll, 57, and Mrs. Jewell Parks
Adams, 81.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles William Jones
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Donna Kaye, to William Nelson Murdock, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. W. N.
Murdock, Sr.
Miss Patricia Ann Day, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Day, Madisonville,
was married to James Michael Kerlick,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kerlick of
Murray,on June 22 at the First Baptist
Church, Madisonville.
Births reported inclode a girl, Kelly
Elizabeth, to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gass,
Jr., July 1, and a boy, James Anthony,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Tipton on July
.10.
Maxwell House coffee is listed as one
pound for 63 cents in ad for Storey's
Food Giant this week.

20 Years Ago
The annual Farm and Home
Development Tour was held July 14
with 27 families attending. Farms
visited were those of Leon Chambers,
Glen Kelso, L. A. Rowland, Clifton E.
Jones, Gingles Barnes, and Robert
Ross.
Dr. Donald Bennett discussed the
history of Atomic Energy at the
meeting of the Murray lions Club. He is
head of the Physics Department at the
University of Louisville and is guest
lecturer for the Summer Science
Institute at Murray State College.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Banks,a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Z. B.
Russell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Cain, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Todd.
L H. Pogue will be the speaker at the
gospel meeting starting July 19 at the
Union Grove Church of Christ.
D. Vaughn', J. Rose, S. Andrus, R.
Sprunger, Q. Jones, R. Tidwell, S.
Massey, J. Lamb, C. Warren, J.
Caldwell, T. Thomas, R. Miller, S.
Hargrove, and C. Garland are members of the Little League All-Stars who
Will play in the district tournament at
Fort Campbell.

30 I ears Ago
Fifty-one miles of new line eonstruction has been contracted for by the
Rural Electrification Association in
Calloway County. The Calloway line
will provide service to all Kentucky
Lake store facilities not already
provided for, a spokesman said.
Capt. Oliver C. Hood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard H. Hood, Murray, has
reported to Brook Army Medical
Center at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, for
duty. He received his medical degree
from the University of Louisville.
Cyrus Miller of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, has successfully passed
the state examination of funeral
directors and embalmers. He
graduated cum laude from GuptonJones College, Nashville, Tenn.
Deaths reported include Mrs Notie
Darnell, 75, C. A. Miller, and Irvan
Bryant, 57.
W. D. Coleman of New Concord
landed a five pound bass to take the
lead over Mrs. E. S. Diuguid of Murray
in The Ledger & Times Fishing Contest.

Funny,
Funny World
According to L. M. Boyd, at least
seven insurance companies in cSwit;
zerland offer nothing but mountain.
climbing policies. Also, The School of
Panhandlers in N.Y. chaw a tuition
of 8100. (In advance, we aisume!
elw WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service' to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or represptative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:*
Sen.. Vialter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building WashiiWn,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C;20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rip. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
264 Cannon House Office
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
•
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Ktserribty Is irriession bi-chaiing
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislatees
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
held, Ky. 42066
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WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...
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Six Days A Week We Give You News,Spgrts, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.
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Tuesday's Ledger and Times is
highlighted by the Building
Scene. The Building Scene is an
Itinformative section'that gives
jchow-to hints, construction
costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
advertising
retail
local
messages that can save you
—
z money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Farm Forecast and Review,
telling our farmers the latest in
agriculture news every Monday. Farm Forecast agcl Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene, featuring
people, places and things in
Calloway County as well as insight on state and naVonal
levels. Farm Forecast and
Review every Monday.
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OFF
Wednesday is the housewives
edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times. Along with all of th4
local news, sports and regular ,
features, there are bargains
galore from atl the local
groceries in Murray. Be a smart
consumer and don't miss the
bargains waiting for you in
Wednesday's Ledger&

Thursday

Friday
444v1t
Church
Page
Realtors
Corner
Friday features the Ledger &
Times T.V. Week,Church page,
and Realtors Corner. Using
Friday's Ledger & Times you
can keep up with your favorite
television shows, check for
weekly church information,
and maybe even find your
dream home. All this and more
is yours in Friday's Ledger &
Times.

Thursday is also for bargainhunters. In addition to the
everydl emphasis on local
news, the good and the bad,
the happy and sad, many local
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in the
classified section of Thursday's
edition. After keeping up with
what's going on around you,
turn to the classified section
where the home-hunter will
also find what's available on
the local house scene.
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Saturday
Murray
News
Briefs
Fins &
Feathers
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Saturday's Ledger & Times is
set off by Murray News Briefs
and fins and Feathers. Murray
News Briefs deals with
Murray's business community,
keeping up with promotions,
awards, and newcomers to
Murrays'business scene.
Fins and Feathers is the outdoor fan's page keeping in
stride with this area's outdoor
happenings, from new conservation legislation to how
many fish old Joe caught lost
Friday is all there for the local
outdoor fans. Saturdays in
The Murray Ledger & Times.

We.Give You News. We Give You
We Give You More!
Facts.
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Subscribe Today

.

Contact T.P. Delaney Jr. Circulation Mgr.,753-1916
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Thursday At Substation
Tobacco Tour 41:15 hours)
I. Early Bud Worm Control
•
2.,Nitrogen Effects on Yield
Levels;
Alkaloid
and
Prevent
to
Fungicides
4 crops tour will be •held Molding in Barn
:, Thursday, July 19 ,at the 3. Dark Variety Trials
University of Kentucky 4. Burley Variety Trials
College of Agriculture West
Kentucky Sub-Station located -Horticulture Tour (1:45
on Highway 91 south, in hours)
Princeton, KY.
1. Strawberry Varities:
Everyone is inyited to at- Blackberry Varities: Thortend the tour.
nless Blackberry Varities;
Leaders of the tour will be Raspberry Varities: Grape
specialists
from
the Varities
University of Kentucky 2. Blueberry Planting
College of Agriculture.
3. Christmas Tree Production
The tours will be as follows: 4. Orchard; Trellis Apples
Swin Tour (1 hour )
with Trickle Irrigation;
1. U.K. Building Designs: Herbicide
Research;
Principles and Concepts
Fungicide Research; Apple
2. Feeding the Sow Herd
and Peach Varities and
3. Sulfa Drugs -Antibotics in Spacing; Phernione Trans:
Swin Nutrition
Grain Tour A 1:15 hours)
4. Water Release Devices •
1. Soybean Insects
_ 2. Corn and Soybean HerBeef Cattle Tour (92 Hours) _
bicide Tials
1. Fly Control on Cattle; 3. Soybean Row Spacing
,Grand on Grass
4. Soybean Varities
2. Finishing cattle on Dif:ferent Silage and-Concentrate - Grain Tour B 1 hour t
Levels; Pre-conditioning ,of 1. Soybean Foliar Fungicides
Feeder Calves
Pest
, 2. Intergrated
3. Supplemental Energy on Management Program
•Fescus-Clover System; A. I. 3. Soybean Cyst Nematode
,and Estrus Synchronization
4. Comparison of Soil Testing
_4. Grass Tetany Prevention Laboratory
Recom,with NitrIZen-Magnesium mendations
dr.%
Application
Forage Tour (1:15 hoursi
'1. Alfalfa Varities
2. Red Clover Varities
3. Sorghum-Sudan
Interseeding
4. Renovation
5. Big Package Hay Storage
Methods

Johnsongrass Control 1!Cur
1. Johnsongrass Control in
Corn
2. Johnsongrass ,Control in
Soybean

Jersey Cattle
Club To Hold
Annual Show

If You Own
a Farm...
We've Got the Shield
for You

Iasi,less
210E Main
ow Dewy it,s
, Phone 753-04119

The West Kentucky Parish
Jersey Cattle Club will hold its
annual show and picnic on
Wednesday, July 18. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fairgrounds.
At 10 a.m. the show will begin and will be held in
conjunction with 'the Open
Jersey Show of the Calloway
County Fair.
The Paul Blalock Memorial
plaque will be presented to the
Junior Champion orthe show,
and the Otley White Memortal
plaque will be presented to the
Grand Champion of the show.

Special Summer
Sale
_

Aviation Serving Agriculture

'Good Calf Crop Needs
Summer Management

UK Crops Tour To Be Held
Ted Howard
Co. Ex. Agent
For Ag.
UK College of
Ag. Ext. Service

RECAST

Calves are a crop that needs symptoms develop."
as soon after that as practical,
tending during the summer to
A bacterium, Moraxella according to Miksch who
get a good harvest at sale time bovis, apparently plays a role points out that the vaccination
in the fall - the same as in most cases of pinkeye, but is not very effective if done
4. No-till Soybeans. in 'John; tobacco, soybeans or other the germ alone produces only earlier. Although the kidney .
a
cash crop.
mild
transitory in- disease affects cattle of all
songrass
"Producers who 'take thts flammation, according to the ages, he says that death losses
5. Post-Emergence Johnapproach to keep calves specialist. Damaging pinkeye are more bk_ely to occur in
songrass Control in Soybeans
healthy and growing will have can develop when any of a calves because they are more
Tours begin at 9 a.m. CDT - a more profitable call crop to number of irritants are susceptible to acute lepto.
Last tours will begin at 1:30 sell or to background into the present, including viruses,
Brucellosis continues to be a
p.m. There will be a 30-45: winter," Says Duane Miksch, dust, pollen, seeds, awns. serious problem in
Kentucky,
minute interval between Extension veterinarian in the stubble, ammonia or bright according to the
Extension
tours.
University of Kentucky sunlight.
veterinarian. He says that
Vaccination has not been -vaccine will protect at least
-The horticulture tour College of Agriculture.
They also will be in a good successful in preventing two-thirds of the heifers
begins at 9:15,10:00, and 1:30.
Lunch and snacks will be position to wean calves onto a pinkeye, according to Miksch. properly vaccinated between
preconditioning program that
For spring calves, the two and six months of age, and
available for purchase.
promises extra profits this specialist
recommends it is a useful tool in buiTding
year through short-term castration before four months immunity in a herd.
feeding margins and better of age and dehorning at an
"If you can't get heifers
prices for the calves certified early age to avoid stress vaccinated for brucellosis by
for health. Many of the problems that occur when the time they are six 'months
summer cattle management -. these jobs are put off until old, don't vaccinate at all,"
practices recomthended by weaning time. Steer calves advises Miksch. His reason is
A Consumer Tip
the specialist tie in with should be implanted with a that heifers vaccinated after
from Extensson Spet,al,sts at
preconditioning.
growth stimulant at time of they
approach
puberty
the UK Collar?. of Agr.Culfure
For fly control out on castration and again in 90 to sometimes develop a per120 days.
sistent titer which interferes
Tub bathers should con- pasture. Miksch suggests
"Blow flies need not be a later with test results.
equipped
bags
forced-use
dust
sicler taking showers, says the
deterrent to summertime
Worming calves midway
Extension energy conserva- with face mops. They are castration and dehorning,"
between birth and weaning
effective
against
horn
flies
tion specialist with UK's
says
Miksch.
-An may pay, especially when
College of Agnculture. The that constantly bite and suck emasculatome may be used pastures tend to be wet and
and
blood
reduce
will
the
average shower uses about 10
for bloodless castration, 44-ethe are closely grazed, according
gallons of water, while the number of face flies that wound may be sprayed with a to Miksch. He says that worms
annoy cattle and spread
average tub bath requires
residual insecticide. A hot iron often cause economic, losses
pinkeye.
almost 20 gallons. The water
•"Pinkeye is one of the most may be used for dehorning or when milk production begins
heater is the second largest
costly diseases to cattlemen," to cauterize the wound to decline and calves become
energy user in the home. Of says Miksch. "Although little • following surgical dehor- more dependent on grazing.
course, lingering in the is known about specific ning."
Blackleg and malignant
shower too long sends any causes, the infection rate and
potential energy savings down damage to cattle can be edema needlessly kill many
..young, nursing, last-growing
the drain.
reduced by controlling flies,
• -calves every summer, acproviding shade for cattle,
cording to the specialist. In
A Consumer Tip
clipping pastures, vaccination
Cape Colony, now South for IBR and using antibiotics problem areas. Miksch says from Extension Speciansts at
Africa, was established by as a herd treatment to clear. that it is' necessary to vac- the UK College of AgrsculturtReacts your savings - goal
Dutch settlers under Jan van carrier animals and for cinate with a multiple -bac'terin within a few days after more quickly by saving
Riebeck.
treating individuals as soon as
birth for early protection. For dunes, quarters or ,pennies
lasting immunity, calves roust daily. When you make the
revaccinated after they last installment payment on
an item, deposit this amount
reach four months of age.
Vaccination
for
lep- regularly in your savings, say
tospirosis with a multiple Extension specialists in home
bacterin should be done when management with UK's
calves are three months old or College of Agriculture
Grain farmers across the use existing agencies and
country are now eligible for authorities to encourage the
government loans to build conservation of fossil fuels by
solar grain drying systems, using renewable energy
Wil1is, Deputy sources wherever possible.
Jim
Secretary of Agriculture, said. Conventional grain drying
Since last fall, farm facility methods use large amounts of
loans for solar grain drying liquid petroleum gas and
Local farmers now have available an exsystems have been offered in. natural gas; he said.
cellent group - major medical hospital
27 counties in 10 states as part 7 Loans for financing solar
.of a pilot energy saving drying systems will be
coverage.
Many area farmers enrolled in
available to producers under
project.
the same terms and conditions
this plan last year. This is the same com"This should encourage the as other farm facilffy loans
pany that handles the group insurance for
further development and use administered by the deparmany local firms - such as:
of solar energy as an alternate tment's
Agricultural
source of energy for the Stabilization
and
ConMoney Ledger IL Times
freed Catboat Co. Inc.
drying of grain and other farm servation Service (ASCSi.
Morrey
of
Con A.M.C. Jeep Inc.
City
applications," Williams said.
Producers can apply for these
City of Mayfield
Crass Fernitere
This action is part of the loans through• their coun4,
department's overall effort to ASCS offices.
Power Truss Inc.
Wi.J.P. Radio Shift
Advanced Tire Inc.
Perches* Censtrection

Farmer's Air
Service, Inc.

3. Long-term Johnsongrass
control in programs in
Soybeans

Our 20th Anniversary

Spraying-Seeding-Fertilizing
Office Phone
Murray-Calloway County Dept.
489-2216
Residence 753-1746
Bill Williamson
Serving Tobacco-Corn-

Soybean-and Wheat Farmers

Grow it your way

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO
AREA FARMERS

you
proiicie the orobL4-n

Groveng crops is your business
ours is financing agncutture
We re the farm credit people
Thais our specialty
So when you vs got a
croppsng plan that calls tor
Cash. count on PCA
leaders n crop financing
We understand your needs,large

helping you achieve your goals
You 11 frnetttratPCA nas the flestbasty

to tailor loan terms and repayment to fit your particular pain We hear you talk
mg We unCierStand And
with your sound plan end
our money, you can grow
C7094 your way.

and ernal And wereoorneitilleltio-

Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray,Ky. 753-5602

LET'S TALK. PCA
FARMERS!
For Up To The Minute

HO.
(39

Mai
1
the

Nelson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloviay County

Local
,Farmers ......474-2295
Ky.
Farmers.1-800-592-5409
We Will Be Closed
Sat. & Sun:
Until Aug. 15th
Nears:6 am.-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgr.

At_

A1161111111116-

SAVE4 TIME...CUT COSTS...WI-fig

,J

We
supply the solution

OW TLER>

I

1•BUILIDEP

Coles Consi. Co., Inc.
153-3897
Keith Mays
4811-2488

Buddy Anderson
753-5448

FLEXIBLE HOSE AND
REUSABLE FITTINGS
Vibration -proof fuel, oil, hydraulic, water
and air lines are easy to assemble with
Stratoflex flexible he and fittings, using
only simple hand tools. Stratoflex detachable. reusable fittings assure leak procA
connections. Stratofjex hose has the
flexibifity , and durability for 'long, dependable service. Available in a wide
variety of sizes, types and threads for
every industrial al5plication.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

mu
O•

DISTRIBUTED
'BY

Trucks, Trailers, Buses, Inc.
Hwy 641 Smith, Murray, Ky.
753-1372
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Grain Prices
Call...

Murray,/centueky

--tur Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be credited to your account on the same day
each month. It's safe, con- ^
venient . . . and it's done
automatically!
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M. Wayne Bennett
& Associates Ltd.

Special pricing on all size bins- Bins in stock
for immediate delivery and erection. Bin
jacks loaned free with purchase of bins or
complete erection urvige available.
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Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179
Randy Wright-753-8182 Wayne Bennett-753-7273

Grain Binsby
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Farmers Now Eligible

For Loans For Systems
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Hunt Takes 1st
35-And-Over Ky.
Closed Victory
LEXINGTON - Some may
have been surprised, but not
Eddie Hunt.
"I felt like if I played well, I
could win," said Hunt, who
-captured the 35-and-over
singles division of the Kentucky Closed tennis championships yesterday at the
Lexington Tennis Club.
The Murrayan defeated
Charlie Burns of Lexington 62, 7-5, for his first state closed
title. In the semifinals, Hunt
stopped Bowling Green's
Henry
Baughman, the
champion for the past three
years,6-4,6-3.
Hunt and Roger Huston of
Owensboro reached the finals
in doubles play before losing
to Charlie Will and Charlie
Kane, both of Louisville, 3-6,63,6-4.
Randy Edmiston, 27, a
teaching pro at Louisville's
Illairwood Raquet Club,
defeated Mickey Schad, 34year-old teaching pro at the
Lexington Tennis Club 6-3, 6-1
for the men's singles title.
• "It's the first title I've. won
in-Kentucky," Edmiston said
after spoiling Schad's chance

retalk
And
and
'row

••

v.

at a third Kentucky Closed
open title.
"In fact, it's the first men's
title I've won. All the other4
were as a junior."
Edmiston, seeded second,
said later, It was easier than
I thought ... I felt I could get to
everything he hit me. He
didn't pressure me at all."
Schad said, "When it was
tied 3-3 in the first set, I felt I
was in control. I was moving
him around, hitting good drop
shots, but somehow I lost the
game."
After losing another game,
said Schad, champion in 1965
and 1966, "...from then on I
was mentally drained..."
Other awards went to Gay
Nutter of Paris, who downed
Louisville's Amy Dougherty 64, 6-2 in women's open, and
Dick Swigart of Louisville,
who beat Paua,1 Rowton of
Paducah 6-3,6-3 in men's 50.
Nutter, state high school
champion,
dashed
Dougherty's hopes of winning
a fourth consecutive Kentucky
By JERRY GARRETT
Closed title.."! feel I've taken
. AP Sports Writer
a huge step forward this
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico year," said the 15-year-old
The United States set a
Nutter.
dangerous precedence of
excellence in the VIII Pan
American Games, which
ended Sunday.
Regardless of the accomplishments of future
American athletes or the
overall strength and 7 improvement in the U.S.
amateur athIeUe programs,
their achievements in Pan
American Games yet to come
always wir be measured
against he overwhelming,
record-shattering U.S. victory
won . the 10-under breast- in - this edition of the
stroke. Suzanne Pitman took a hemispheric Olympics.
first in the 14-under breastIt's like bring home a
stroke.
straight-A report card; now
Jason Sammons and Matt people will expect A's all the
Shipwash paced the boys with time.
victories in the 8-under
But future Pan American
freestyle
and. 8-under Games will be harder, not
breaststroke, respectively.
easier, for the United States.
Hopkinsville and Paducah
Emphasis on athletic
fought for first place through competition is increasing at a
68 events, with no more than furious rate through the entire
eigth points separating the Western Hemisphere. That
twa squads. At event 69, the fact showed 'greatly in the
girls 14-under freestyle relay, increased level of proficiency
Paducah won to take the lead of all 5,000 athletes from 34
for good.
countries participating in
these Games.
Complete results
Viewed in that context, the
in GLANCE,page 8
United States' performance

\

Monica Greene grabs a breath of fresh air during an event in Saturday's Murray Jaycee Invitational

By Jennie B Gordon

Swim Meet.

'79 Games May Be Measuring Stick

Murray Finishes
Third In Jaycee
Inv. Swim Meet
Megan Cappock won two
individual events to help
Murray to a fourth-place
finish in the second-annual
Murray Jaycee Invitational
Swim Meet Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park Pool.
Cappock captured the
freestyle and individual
.medley in the 8-under division
as Murray compiled 310
points. Paducah won the event
with 465 points, followed by
Hopkinsville 1450), Greenville
Murray ,
(397),
and
Madisonville( 2341.
Laura Farris placed first in
the 10-under freestyle for
Murray, and Cherie Walston

-

tie y Ledger & Times
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this year, can only be
categorized as outstanding,
according to U.S. Olympic
Committee President Bob
Kane.
"This is by far the best U.S.
delegation ever assembled for
the Pan Am Games," Kane
said. "This is a fine hour for
U.S.
amateur
athletic
programs. The long hours of
training and hard work are
paying their dividends now."
The United States totalled a
whopping 264 medals,and that
total could have gone higher
except for a Pan Am rule that
no country may place more
than two medal winners in any

category. The previous record
total was 247, set by the U.S. in
1975 at Mexico City.
The U.S. haul of 127 gold
medals was just short of the
all-time mark of 128, also set
by the U.S., back in 1967 at
Winnipeg, in the days when
the Games were little more
than exercises for the
Americans.
•
But since then, the
Canadians have come on, and
Cuba's international competition program was born.
The Cubans finished second
for the second consecutive
time, with a total of 65 golds
and 146 overall. Canada was

By the Associated Press
Milwaukee Manager George
Bamberger believes that
behind his team's recent
success is a wife -or 25 wives
in the Brewers' case.
Last wetik Bamberger told
his team that if it didn't improve, he would hold practices
during the All-Star break,
depriving players of the threeday holiday they normally
would spend with their
families: „
Sunday, triples by Sal
Bando and Robin Yount, and
doubles by Buck Martinez and
Ben Oglivie highlighted a
seven-run second inning'that
powered Milwaukee to a 10-4
victory over the Cleveland
Indians.
That gave the Brewers a 5438 record and a five-game
winning streak.
Milwaukee pitcher Lary
Sorensen, 11-9, got the victory
but needed relief help in the
ninth inning from Bob
Galasso.

nipped Texas 4-3, California
edged the New York Yankees
5-4, Boston nipped Oakland 3-2
and Baltimore downed Seattle
6-1.

West, were beaten 3-1 by St.
Louis, absorbing their eighth
loss in nine games.
In the rest of the league,
Philadelphia mauled Los
Angeles 10-3, Cincinnati beat
Red Sox 3, A's 2 - Boston Chicago 7-1, San Francisco
scored two runs in the nintlf-Vitt out New York 4-0 and, in a
inning on only one hit, a night game, it was Pittsburgh
leadoff single by Jim Rice, to 7, Atlanta 3.
come from behind and edge
"This game is a big lift for
E/akland. It was the A's 20th
us going into the All-Star
less in 23 games.
break," said
Montreal
•
Manager
Williams
Dick
after
NATIONAL LEAGUE
the power of Valentine and
Dawson backed the combined
For the front-running five-hit pitching of Scott
Montreal Expos and Houston Sanderson and Elias Sosa.
Astros ... and the staggering
Los Angeles Dodgers, too :..
Cards 3, Astros 1 -"I don't
the All-Star break couldn't know if, with three days off,
have come at a more op- we'll score more runs when we
portune time.
come back or not, but we do
The Expos, with a three- need a rest," Houston
game lead- over Chicago and Manager Bill Virdon said.
Philadelphia in the National
League East, got a two-run
homer from Ellis Valentine
and two solo shots from Andre
Dawson to beat San Diego 4-0
Sunday for their second
victory in six games.
The Astros, with a 512-game
edge over Cincinnati in the NI,

Open Rites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.
MURRAY, KY.

-Archers won all four
events, in a new Pan Am
sport.
-The tennis teams won four
of five events.
-In roller skating, another
new Pan Am sport, the haul
was 10 gold medals.
-Pistol, rifle and blpotgun
marksmen gained 12 'golds
and set one world record.

The Reds beat the Astros 50, and the Cubs nipped the A's
3-1 in games that ended'the
Little League regular season
Saturday. The Reds, the
season's second-half champion, will face the Twina_firsthalf champs, Friday at 7:30
p.m. for the title.
The Little League All-Stars,
elected by coaches, managers
and fellow players, will take
on either Carlisle County or
Mayfield East at Mayfield
Tuesday night at 8:30 p.m. in
the first leg for local teams to
compete for the national tale.
Alan McClard led the Reds
to their victory, striking out 13
in- pitching a three-hitter.
David Randolph ripped three
hits for the winners.
Darren Lamb doubled for
•the Cubs, who scored. two
unearned runs in the fifth for
the victory margin.
In games Friday night, the
gi.

The Astros have managed
just 14 runs in nine games and
have been shut out thiee times
in that span. The Cardinals got
five-hit pitching from rookie
John Fulgham, who lost his
shutout on a ninth-inning
homer by Jose Cruz. Mike
Phillips' single drove home
the Cards' winning run in the
seventh.
Phils 10, Dodgers 3- This
may be what we all need,"
Tom Lasorda, manager of Los
Angeles and the National
League All-Stars, said of the
three-day break.

..The only sport in which the
Americans were hurt was
gymnastics. The best dozen or
so U.S. gymnasts in each
category
stayed
home
because they didn't want to
learn the unique Pan Am
routines, preferring instead to
prepare for world class
competitions cumin; up.
But even in gymnastics, two
American high schoolers,
Jackie Cassello of Silver
Spring, Md., and Jeanine
Creek of Great Falls., Mont.,
garnered upset golds.
The Games were an in- dividual triumph for every
athlete, who earned the
privilege of competing in
them. But they
werd
especially gratifying and
productive for some.
Fifteen-year-old
Cynthia
Woodhead of Riverside, Calif.;
swam off with five gold
medals, the most for any
athlete in the Games.
Her teammate, Tracy
Cats, 16, of Nashville.;
Term., collected four golds and
two silvers.
Lt. Col. Lanes Wigger, a 41-":,•
year-old legend in int:
ternational rifle competition,:
also earned four golds, one
with a world record. Rolled
skater Tom Peterson, 20,
Tacoma, Wash., also had four':
golds, and 19-year-old sister:LinSpe had two silvers.
Several other Americana:
•
had three golds.
•
•

DENNISON RUNT
SPORTING GOODS
153-8844
Murray's largest inventory of trophies and plaques
at discount prices.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•Spocializad Engraving*

Public Announcement

Little League All-Stfirs To Play;
Reds,Twins Will Vie For Title

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8 trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume We'll sell cheaper.

-7-The freestyle wrestling
team swept all 10 golds, even
though its coach predicted
only seven.

Brewers Enter All-Star Break
Happily; Dodgers Nearly Dead

In olkr AL games Sunday,
Minesota stopped Toronto 9-4,
Detroit clobbered the Chicago
White Sox 14-5, Kansas City

Michael Hopkins prepares to begin an event as teammates (from leffl Erin Burke and
Robert Hopkins offer encouragement during Saturday's Murray Jaycee Invitational Swim
Meet. Murray placed second in the event.
By Jennie.13,G9rdon
- - - - - ---

third with a 24-136 gold-total
count. There was a big dropoff
to fourth-place Brazil at 9-40.
But obviously,. _iL was
another Star Spangled Banner
production.
Consider some of these
American accomplishments:
-Swimmers and divers won
32 of 33 gold medals, setting
Games record in 27 swimming
events, and three world
records.
-Although nine National
AAU 'champions
were
missing, the track and field
teams won golds in 25 of 39
events, including a record 11
for the women.

Twins whitewashed the
Pirates 19-0, and the Yanks
edged the Cards 4-3.
John Mark Potts belted two
doubles and a triple for the
Twins. Todd Ross picked up
11.1g Victory on the mound for
the Yanks.

Wear Ye! Hear Yet'
FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO WEAR HEARING AIDS OR SUSPECT HEARING
LOSS STONE-LANG WILL HOLD AN OPEN HOUSE OF THEIR HEARING AID
CENTER ON TUESDAY, JULY 17
im

*FREE ELCTRONIC HEARING TESTS
*BATTERIES Y2 PRICE
*FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
PRESENT TO HANDLE REPAIR
ANY MAKE INSTRUMENT
RADIOEAR•

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
The Yanks edged the
Pirates 6-5, and the Astros
beat the Cards 6-1 in seasonending- Kentucky League
baseball games Friday night.
Chris Padgett hurled the
Yanks past the Pirates, who
were
by John
paced
McMillen's three hits.
- Jody Speight singled and
doubled, and Tim Greer added •
a double for the Cards, while
Dwain Caldwell singled and
drove in two runs for the
Astros.

July 17
OVER 15 MILLION AMERICANS SUFFER HEARING IMPAIRMENT, 1F YOU ARE ONE OF THEM .. WE
TO HELP!
_ WANT
_
_
t-ii/r`i•7

./STONELANO CO
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS206 S. 4th St., Murray, 7534055

1

-
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Sports At A Glance
Baseball Standings
.ATIo\AL LE 4(11 F
EAST
Montreal
turago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St Lows
New York

50
47
50
46
44
37

L
35
38
41
19
42
49

Pet.
5E9
553
549
541
512
430

Houston
54 .40
574
Cuicumati
48 45
516
San Francisco
44 48
.414
San Diego
43 53
4411
Atlanta
39 52
429
las Angeles
36 57
387
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 10, Los Angeles 7
Nero York 3. San Franctsce 2
San Diego 5. Montreal 1'
Chicago I. Cincinnati 0
Pittsburgh 5, Atlanta 1
Houston 3.51 Lows 2
Sunday's Games
Montreal 4, San Diego 0
Pfuladelphia 10, Le Angeles 3
San Francisco 4, New York 0
Cincinnau 7, Clucago 1
St Lows 3, Houston 1
Pittsburghl, Atlanta 3
Monday's Gasses
-No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
All Star Game at Seattle, , n,

541
Its
12
134
173.1

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
IV
L.
Baltimore
59 31
653
Boston
2
56 32
636
Milwaukee
54 38
.587
New York
49 43
.533 11
45 45
.500 14
Detroit
17
.467
Cleveland
48
42
Toronto
Zi 64
312
WEST
Caldorma
55 38
591
571
Texas
2
52 39
539
Minnesota
5
48 41
Kansas City
44 47
464 10
Chicago
41 50
451 13
Seattle
40 54
C6 154
265 301.1
Oakland
25 69
Saturday's Games
Toronto 4, Minnesota 2
Boston 9, Oakland 7
Milwaukee 10, Cleveland 3
Chicago 12, Detroit 4
Texas 7, Kansas City 3
California 8. New York 7, 12 'rulings
Baltimcre 5, Seattle 2
Sunday's Games
Minnesota 9, Toronto 4
Detroit 14, Chicago 5
Milwaukee 10, Cleveland 4
Kansas City 4, Texas 3
California.5, New York 4
Boston 3, Oakland 2
Baltimore 6, Seattle 1
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
All Star Game at Saattle, n,

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS-Optioned Ile
Hampton, catcher-first baseman, to Salt
Lake City of the Pacific Coast League.

FO TBAL Natienal Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS-Signed Haskel
Stanback. running back. to a two-year
contract
Dan
BILLS-Signed
BUFFALO
Manucci, quarterback Obtained Rod
Stewart, running back, in the NFL sup.
plemental draft
DENVER BRONCOS-Signed Bruce
Radford. defensive end.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Released
Steve Treuting. running back. Ron
Enclade. tight end, and Alan Gnssinger,
center Signed Dan Bawls, wide receiver.
Al Parrish, defensive back. and Henry
Pollard, tight end

Jaycee Swim Meet
%Tams) Krsohei
GIRLS
Medley Relay
10 under - Ind. Charla Walston, Jenniler Rayburn. l..72 Marquardt, Laura
Farris
12 under - 2nd, Run Greene, Voruue
Hays, Leslie Franklin, Lisa Farris
14 under - 3rd, Missy Conner, Keth
Crawford. Kent Thomas. Caroline
S choenfeld(
15-18 - 5th. Suzanne Pitman. Martha
Pitman, Jill Morris, Lisa Farris
Freestyle
8 under - 1st, Megan Cappock
Farris
1st,
under
10
12 under - 3rd, Lisa Farris
3rd, Crawford
under 14
Russell.
- 5th,
15-18
Lisa
Backstroke
under - 4th, Hotly Brown
10 under - 4th, Christy West
12 under - 5th, Bekah Brock
Conner
2nd,
under
14
Pitman
4th,
15-19
Individnal Medley
Cappock
lat.
under
6
10 under - 3rd, Mary Jo Simmons
Franklin
4th,
-under
12
Greene
3rd.
under
14
Breaststroke
Brown.
3rd r
under
10 under - 1st, Chart& Walston
Greene
2nd.
under
12
Pitman
1st,
under •14
Stacey
Gray
Sth,
15-18
Butterfly
Cappock.
2nd,
under
8
10 under - 3rd, Marquardt
Hays
101,
under
12
Thomas
2nd.
under
14
Greene
4th,
15-18
Freestyle Relay
8 under - 5th, Stephanie Sammons,
Melissa Baker, Brown, Cappock
10 under - 2nd, West, Marquardt,
Farris
S immons,
12 under - 2nd, Margy Burchfield,
Hays,
Farris a
Franklin,
14 under - 294. Thomas, Crawford,
Morris
Jill
Conner,
15-18 - 3rd. Crawford, PPitman. ConMorris
Jill
ner.
BOYS
Medley Relay
8 under - 3rd. Matt Shipwash. Jason
Sammons. Russ McCutcheon. Michael
B r -o c k .
10 under - 4th, Jimmy Baker, Kenny
Hainsworth, Don Brock, M Hopkins.
14 under - 4th, Tim Burchfield. Barry
Wyatt, Robert Perrin, Jimmy Kelly
Freestyle
6 under - 3rd. Devin 'Langley
Sammons
1st,
under
8
Baker
10
wider
5th.
12 under - 4th, Chris Franklin.
14 under - 4th, Burchfield.,
Backstroke
McCutcheon.
under,
5th.
t
10 under - 5th, Don Brock
12 under - 3rd, Marquardt.
under
14
Kelly.
5th.
ladIvicloal Medley Sammons
2nd,
under
if
12 under - 4th, Marquardt
Burchfield
4th,
under
14
Breaststroke
Shipwash
under
1st,
8
Baker
3rd,
under
. 10
Franklin
4th,
under
12
14 under - 3rd, Burchfield
Butterfly
Hopkins.
3rd,
under
8
10 under - 5th, Kelly Haussworth.
Marquardt.
12 under - 4th,
14 under - 4th, Barry Wyatt.
Freestyle Relay
.
8 under - 2nd, Shipwash, Nis-Ctitcheori,
H opkins, Simmons
10 under -4th, Baker,Sammons, Brock,
H ainsworth
12 under - 4th, Robert Perrin,
Hopkins
Marquardt,
Franklin,
14 under - 3rd. Burchfield. Barry
Marquardt
Wyatt,
Kelly,
15-18 - 4th. Kelly, Burchfield,
Marquardt,
Wyatt

Murray Country Club Medal Play
cbawipiotwtop
Joe Resroat
Lee Stewart
Lynn Stewart
Bobby File
Red Howe, Jr
Trent Junes
Clyde Atkins
David Buckingham
Tom kfuehleman
Mike Holton
Howard Boone
Greg Cahoon
Chid Stewart
Lynn Gunter
Army Ekjaie
Bob McGaughey
First Flight
Jun Bramon
Larry Robinson
Phil Bryan ,
James Parker
Bert Coleman
Sam Stoic-eland
Bob Billington
Richard Knight

TS-73--151
77-75-152
77-75--153
77-76-53
711-711--154
7646-154
76-79-155
7640-159
79.74--IM
10-79.--159
63-77-180
7912-161
81410-161
80411-161
8112-163
81-91-172
83-79.-161
63-79-7162
8440-164
6312--165
94-12-166
87-80--167
a5-83 169
8217-169

Lawrence Phdpui
Randy OCT
second r
Robert Billington
.kmry Grogan
Al Junes
VI A Franklin
Vernon Cohoon
Scott Seiber
Keith Morris
Barry Wells
Walter Jones
Gene McC'utcheon
George Bell
Torn Emerson
Tided MOM
Dick Orr
Clayton Hargrove
E W Dennison
David Graham
Rob Miller
Wally McMillian
Dub Polly
Johnny Gingles
Jun Pickens
Ron Cella

8410-1811
1712-156
104111-199
90410-171

aws—rri
9140-176
116411-177
91-11-178
81141-180
81-112--180
%-I3--l13
MO,14-1116
10411-LES
944111-175
9341B-141
9644-10
03-97-190
39-19--tic
96-95--193
9949-197
14-119-156
03--200
97-103-200

Gibbs Helps Post
73 Gain Twin bill
Split At Clarksville
CI.ARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
Alan Gibbs fanned nine batters, and Bruce Taylor drove
in three runs as Murray
10-0
Clarksville
routed
Saturday to salvage a split of
U.S American Legion baseball
doubleheader.
game,
the -first
In
Clarksville ripped nine hits(RIa 6-2 triumph. Post 73, 19-14,
travels to Paris, Tenn.,
tonight and to Jackson, Tenn.,
for
Wednesday
doubleheaders..
It faces Sikeston, Mo.,
Friday before its final home
appearance
against
Madisonville Saturday at 6'
p.m.
Gibbs, now 2-1, received
plenty of offensive support
from his teammates, who
rapped eight hits.
Bill Wilson and David
Mathis drew walks to open the
game before Brad Taylor
single and two Clarksville
errors helped Pos 73 scored
three times.
Murray added 'four runs in
the second frame and three in
the fourth before the game
was called in the fifth inning
because of the 10-run rule.
Murray's only runs in the

first game came in the fifth
and seventh innings. Bill
Presson doubled and scored
on Dean Jackson's single
before John Denham tripled
and scored on a groundout in
the seventh.
Jeff Jackson took the loss on
the mound.
Clarksville 6. Murray 2
ab r
3 0
Dean Jackson,21.
0 0
Bill Wilson.2b
1 0
David Mathis, If
3 0
Dean Clierry , lb
2 0
Scott Tucker,310
3 0
Brad Taylor,rf ,
3 0
Bill Milton. cf
3 3
Jeff Jackson. p
2 0
John Denham c
I 1
Alan Gibbs
2 1
Bill Presson, e.
0 0
Bruce Taylor
27
totals
Murray
Clarksville

h
1
0
It
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
2

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Steady Rexroat Uses Finishing
73 For MCC Medal Play Title
By M.C. Garrott
Joe Rexroat played some of
the steadiest golf of his life
this past weekend to win the
men's annual medal play
championship at the Murray
Country Club by a single
stroke.
Rearoat, a Murray dentist
and past member of the club's
board of directors, posted a
one-over-par 73 in Sunday's
play to nose out Lee Stewart
and Lynn Sullivan by the one
stroke.
Stewart took the first hole of
a sudden-death playoff with
Sullivan, son of Murray pro
and Mrs. Jimmy. Sullivan and
a freshman member of the
Murray State golf team, to
take second place in the
tournament, which forms the
basis for the club's match play
flights and bracketing in
August.
Clyde Atkins and David
Buckingham were the leaders
after Saturday's play, each
posting three-over-par 76s, but
neither was able to match
shots with Rexroat Sunday,
finishing four and five strokes
off the pace, respectively.
Sunday's play began with 12
players within three strokes of
the lead and bunched like a
Derby field at the clubhouse
turn.
Rexroat, starting Sunday's
round two strokes behind
Atkins and Buckingham and
one stroke back of Stewart and
Sullivan, who posted 77's
Saturday, served notice early
Sunday that he had come to
play golf over the final 18

Dibbs Easily
Bounces Solomon
For Inv. Title
Joe Rexroat
holes.
After parring the 5-par first
hole, he ran in a 10-foot putt on
the second for the first of three
birdies he was to get on the
front nine. The second came at
the fourth hole where he holed
an 8-footer, but he lost that
advantage minutes later with
a bogey on the long and difficult fifth.
The final birdie came at the
eighth before he parred the
ninth for _a .frost-side 34, two
under par. This deadlocked him with

Stewart,who posttld a 35 going
out Sunday with birdies at
three and eighth and a bogey
five on the treacherous sixth.
Trent Jones, one of the
club's top junior golfers, also
posted a 34 on his Sunday
round after starting two
strokes off the pace at 78 but
slipped to a 42 and out -of
contention on the back nine.
Rexroat reached the 15th tee
Sunday three under par after
running a 10-foot birdie putt on
the 14th, but double bogiecl the
15th and bogied both the 17th

By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — It was
supposed to be a battle, the
sort of drawn-out affair you'd
expect from two guys who love
the baseline. People were
taking bets on how long it
would carry on.
But Eddie Dibbs needed just
over 1,2 hours Sunday to wipe
out his old pal Harold Solomon
7-6, 6-1 in the final of the
Forest Hills Invitational.
He had help.
Solomon folded in the heat
and humidity, and Dibbs won
the biggest tournament
paycheck of his career —
$100.000
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Murray 10. Clarksville
ab r
2 2 0 0
Bill Wilson. 2b
1 3 1 0
David Mathis. rf
2 3 1 1
Brad Taylor, ss
3 0 1 2
Scott Tucker. 3b
3 0 1 3
Bruce Taylor, lb
I 100
Bill Milton. cf
3 1 1 0
Alan Gibbs, p
3 0 1 1
Dean Cherry, c
3 0 2 1
David Stripling
23 10 8
totals
340 3 - 10 I I
Murray
WO • - 0 2 5
Clarksville
Murray Ptteklag
iprert bb so
9
0 0 2 1
5
Alan Gibbs , 11.

and 18th to come in with a 39
and his 73 for the day.
Jim Brannon, one of the
club's newest members, was
the first flight winner with a
161, one stroke in front of
Larry Robinson. Phil Bryan
was third with 164; James
Parker fourth 165 and Bert
Coleman fifth with 166.
Fourteen-year-old RobertBillington was the second
flight winner with 169, one
stroke ahead of Jerry Grogan
and two in front of Al Jones,
Dick Orr was the third flight
winner, posting a 175 for a sixstroke edge over Clayton
Hargrove, who finished at 181.
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Britz's First Victory A Big One;
Peete Captures Milwaukee Title
By the Associated Press
FAIRFIELD, Conn. — This
year's ''bridesmaid" on the
women's pro golf tour finally
got to throw the bouquet as a
winner Sunday at the U.S.
Women's Open.
Jerilyn Britz, who led but
failed to win the LPGA
Championship
and
the
Mayflower Classic in the past
five weeks, captured the most
prestigious event on the tour
with a determined confidence.
After making up a threestroke deficit and taking the
lead during the final round,
she withstood a late charge by
Debbie Massey, posting a 2under-par 69 for a four-day
total of 284, even par at the
Brooklawn Country Club. It
was the first victory in her 51
/
2
years on the pro tour for the
36-year-old former college
teficher who said her last
tournament win came as an
amateur in New Mexico.
Britz was among the leaders
throughout the Open, firing
three below-par rounds. But,ik

took a steady round Sunday to didn't cross her . mind on the
children his father had in two
overcome Massey's three- final boles, she said.
, marriages. He quit school
stroke advantage at the start
after eighth grade to help out
'I told my caddy on the 18th
of the final 18 holes
win (tee), 'We have nothing to
by selling clothes and trinkets
the $19,000 top prize.
to migrant workers, and never
worry about.' I placed my
A 30-foot,putt to save par on faith in the Lord and let,Him
played golf until he was 23.
the eighth hole "was one of the take care of the worrying."
That's why Peete felt a
turning points," she said. She
special feeling of acThe former New Mexico
then proceeded to birdie two of State instructor, who is a
complishment as he strode thethe next three holes.
18th fairway at Tuckaway
leader of the Bible studies
Meanwhile, Massey,a third- group on the tour, said she has
Country Club Sunday. He was
year pro, was scrambling as learned to remain "calm, to birdie the hole, capping a 7she did throughout the tour- peaceful internally" through
under-par final round 65 for a
ney. She double-bogeyed the her faith in the past few
five-stroke victory in the
sixth and seventh holes to fall weeks.
-fi200,000 Milwaukee Open Golf
off .the pace, before rushing
Tournament.
back with birdies on the 12th,
'^fictieW'that
after a long ,
Milwaukee Open
15th, 16th and 17th to tie Britz.
MILWAUKEE - A typial• -hard struggle, I had finally
Rut her drive off the 18th member of the new wave on
made it to the top," Peete said
ended in someone else's divot the Professional Golfers
of his first tour victory. "If I
and she was unable to get it on Association tour is a blond, couldn't make it in golf, it
the green. Her chip went by bronzed young golfer who
would have been a hard road
the pin and a do-or-die putt learned the game as a
to make a living."
missed. She ended thf,day teenager at a country club and
Peete recorded the lowest
with a 74 and a 72-hole total of hoV his game at a university
final round by a tour winner
286, tied for second with
this year as he finished at 19SOuth or West.
former Open champion
under par 269 for 72 holes.
Then there is Galvin Peete.
Sandra Palmer. They each
That bettered the previous
Black and not all that young
took home $9,200.
record for this tournament of
— he will be 36 Wednesday —
Britz's recent record of Peete grew up in poverty on a
270 by Dave Hill in 1976.
letting victories slip away Florida farm, ninth of 19
Peete, who had never won
more than $20,525 in any of his
four previous years on the
tour, boosted his 1979 earnings
to $81584. He became the
second black ever to qualify
for the Masters when he tied
for 11th in the U.S. Open last
month.
Victor Regalado, who. hac
started the final round tied for
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE - WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
the lead with Ed Dougherty, a
stroke ahead of Peete,
ANY KIND - ANYWHERE - ANYTIME
Trevino and Mike Reid,
Models is Illsplay'
finished in a second place tie
at 274 with -Jim Simons and,
Trevino..
Regalado shot a 71, Trevino
•
a 79 and Simons a 67 Sunday,
while Dougherty had a 72 and
tied John Lister at 275.
Peek, who taught himself to
ADDRESS
hob Mass*
play golf and studies film of
PRONE
BM Uwe
himself to find flaws in his
CalIwes
BEST TIME TOME.
game, credits vastly im71
50522-6488
proved putting for ml
development
yim noo;
tcthis
midyeeraerd. a long

re
of

Starting At

fr4V;Afetio04
.04140007
ftpsit
40:0
1tatit

$3795

almaII

81 Gift

alici

P155/80R13 biatkwall,
51 59 FET and old tire

•

41143=1YOnly Tiempo has been proved over
eighteen month's of all season driving from one end of the country to
the other. It features:
• Double steel belts for strength
• idewall scuff bar for protection
• 10,000 biting edges for traction
• Center rib tread for quiet ride
RAIN CHECK -- we sell out of your size we will
issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery
at the advertised -price

SW RIB POLYESTERJ
Power
Streak 78

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT

'19"

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES

47S-13 blachwall,
Plus 91.63 017
and old tire
IIicCwItI
Sae
1173.26

sits*

1131,711
$3490
$31.90
$33.30
$39.00

TWO CAI% SPECIAL 1

'2

2911

T..

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
P (1 Box 669. Hwy 68 Weal Cadit, K y
PH 11224324446
-SO sr Cesieuiss• ?too Ci••

hitter; maybe average or a
little below," the 5-foot-I0, 16,5
pound Peete said..

g
C
%,;;twe•_ tv",*
vo2At loq
440b
er--'
61
:*i- totp
s"

°I
f
Oa* 8

Plus
•Geninne Goodyear
Ulla* duality, a great
aid tin
Goodyear value
$I 69 •Dopendable poly
ester cord bOdy.
1212
for a smooth
$238
thump-free ride
S2 61
$241 •Demo..samired
sio r.tr tread,
$244
2 66
designed for vlp
wof itMitt,$3 MORE

Just Say'Charge It'
ow= GoodrsorAiroohAngthorge Amount
riqui:F. is

u.. any of Its 7 other ways to buy Our
Own Custo m r Croclil Plan-.
Chaive
• se... • American EapreeeMailer
Card • Cana
Blench* • Diner. Club • Cush

SIZES FOR U.S. CARS
ElltRY•
Fits
DAT
PRICE
P185/75R13 BR 78-13 $46.00
P195/75R14 ER78-14 $61.00
P205/75R14 FR78-14 $66.50
P215/75R14 GR78-14 $69.50
P225/75R14 HR78-1
$74.00
P205/75R15 FR 78-15 $66.50

$262
$280
$261

P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

$295
$3.09

Metric Site
Whitewall

Plan
T and
ell tire
$20Q
SIZES FOR IMPORT
MST
Metric Sit.
OAT
illackwall
PRICE
P155/80R13 $37.95
PI65/751113 $42.00
P165/80R14 $42.00
1 /BORIS $37,95

$236
$2 52

$71.00
LF178-15

$77.00
$62.50

P165/801115

$42.00

CARS
Plus
FIT and
lid Ore
51 59
$1.65

13E1
$1.71
$2 09

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES.. WHERE QUALITY
AND CONFIDENCE COST NO MORE
Luise & Oil Change

Front.End Alignment

$ 88

and FREE tlre rotation

5

$1 88

Parts and
additional
services ewe if needed.
Front wain I drive and
Cnrveffei a'Iuded

Po ludas up to hoe odarts
major brand 10130 rifle 90.
Oil lilies extra if needed
HELPS PROTECT
MOVING PARTS
-r • Chassis lubrication and oil change •
Includes light trucks • Please call for
appotniment

HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND
VIHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate III (Our tires • Si
caster, camber, and toe is to picas, arrgemerent
• Inspect suspension and s.eerine ...sterna •
Mini LI s cars some imports

INSURE QUICK STARTS

Engine Tune-Up
41111 16"$4981
a.cyr.
6 cyl
8-c yl
IIICIUPOS listed Part. and tabor - no titre
charge NI sir conditioned cars $4 rem for
electronic ignition

• EleCtrOniC engine!, charging.
and starling systems analysis •
Install new points, plugs. Condenser, rotor • Set dwell and
timing • Adjust carburetor •
includes Datum. TOWS, VW.
and light trucks
11

Vera Manager lobed I. Radelpk,Jr.

Murray, Ky.

G9odyear Service Store
Store Ileum II as.until lpa. Mea.-Itat.

753-0595
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Deaths & Funerals
Claude Myers Dies Andrew Abe Adams Calloway Resident, ervices
Conducted
Saturday; Rites
Dies\A Hospital;
Dick Waters, Dies For Mrs. Sullivan
At Cemetery Today Funeral Tuesday
Final rites for Mrs. James
Here At Hospital
( Elwanda G.) Sullivan, 48,

. 39

Claude Myers of Hazel died
Saturday at 10 a.m, at the
-ICTiirraf-Calloway County
hospital. He was 86 years of
age.
Mr. Myers was preceded in
death by his wife,' Hattie, in
1977. Born Oct. 21, 1893, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William Lee
Myers and Mary Ray Myers.
Survivors include two sons,
Colemaqi Myers, Detroit,
Mich., and Johnnye Myers,
Shreveport, La.; four sisters—
Mrs. Ruby Cole, California,
Mrs. Jennie Cole and Mrs.
Jessie Styles, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Modena Orr, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; six
grandchildren: four great
grandchildren.
'Graveside services will be
conducted by Rodney Myers
and Henry Hargis at 4 p.m.
today at the Green Plain
Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be David,
Bud, Randall, Willie, and
Ste.ye Myers, and Lester
Farris. The Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel is in charge of
the arrangements.
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Funeral Is Today
For V. H. Paschall

iust
.ipe
on
the

The funeral for Vernon
Hugh Paschall is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the North
Fork Baptist Church. Burial
will follow in the Paschall
Cemetery with Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., in
charge of the arrangements.
Mr. Paschall, 54, retired
farmer, Puryear, Tenn., died
Saturday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jo Etta Paschall; two
daughters, Miss Marilyn
Paschall and Miss Caroline
Paschall, and two sons,
Donald Paschall and Steven
Paschall, all of Puryear,
Tenn.

on
ent

Andrew Abe Adams of
Dick Waters of Murray
Murray Route 6, Center Ridge Route 4 died Sunday at 11:30
Area, died Saturday at 8 p.m.. a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was 83
County Hospital. He was 81 years of age.
years of age.
Mr. Waters was a former
Mr. Adams was a retired employee of the Murray
employee of the Ford Motor Wholesale Grocery Company,
Company, Detroit, Mich. Born and was a member of the First
Dec. 3, 1897, in Calloway United Methodist Church.
County, he was the son of the Born Aug. 18, 1896, in
late David Thompson-Adams Calloway County he was the
and Rosa Ford Adams.
son of the late David Lee
The Calloway man is sur- Waters and Louella Matthews
vived by his wife, Mrs. Susan Waters.
Russell Adams; one daughter,
The deceased is survived by
Mrs. Ted (Clara) . Bailey, his wife, _Mrs. Madie Key
Dearborn Heights, Mich.; two Waters, to whom he was
sons, Joe B. Adams, Murray married on Dec. 25, 1922; one
Route 6, and Russell Adams, son, Robert L. (Bob) Waters,
Dearborn Heights, Mich.; Sr., and his 'wife, Bobbie,
three grandchildren, Barry Murray Route 4; three
and Mark Bailey, Dearborn grandsons--Lt. Robert L.
Heights, Mich., - and James Waters, Jr., Fort Bragg,S. C.,
Adams, Taylor, Mich.; two Sgt. David Waters, Colorado
great grandchildren, Sherry Springs, Colo., and Jeffrey
Ann and Brian James Adams, Waters, Murray; two great
grandchildren, Paul Joseph
Taylor, Mich.
Funeral services will be Waters, Fort Bragg, and Jill
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Waters,Colorado Springs.
The funeral services will be
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
Gerald Owen officiating and chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Mrs. Oneida White as organist Funeral Home with the Rev.
and soloist. Burial will follow Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Elm Gf&V&CemeterY.
Friends may call at the in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral hOme.
funeral home.

were held Sunday at 2 p.n. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Gary Frizzell and the Rev.
Ron Mundy officiating.
Active pallbearers were
Aubrey Burkeen, George
Pritchard, Ronnie Davis, Bob
Wrem, Ralph Holt, and Ron
Shelton. Honorary pallbearers
were George Covington,
Charles Perkins, George
Davis, Charles Johnson,
Murphey, and
Charles
Leonard Webb. Burial was in
the Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Sullivan, Whippoorwill
Way, Mayfield, died Friday at
the Jewish Rehabilitation
Center, Louisville. She had
been hospitalized since an
automobile accident at
Mayfield in early June.
She is survived by her
husband,
James,
one
daughter, Mrs. Christie Ann
Edwards, two sons, James
Terry and Thomas Andrew
Sullivan, and one grandchild,
Mayfield; her mother, Mrs.
Gracie England, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Carol
Gibson, Miss Suzette England,
and Mrs. Gayle Poole; four
brothers, James, Doug,
Ronald, and Larry England.

Fire Completely
Virgil Lee, Native
James Scott Dies Destroys Vehicle
OtMurray, Dies At
During Weekend
At
McKenz
ie,
Tenn.
Fire completely destroyed a
His Home On Friday
car owned by Jim Todd

James(Pug)Scott,father of
Virgil Lee, native of Mrs. Bernice
Grogan of
Murray, died Friday morning Murray,
died Friday at the
at his home on Route 6, Paris, McKenzie Memorial
Hospital,
Tenn. He was 76 years of age McKenzie, Fenn.
and a retired sawmill
Mr. Scott, 81, was a retired
operator.
railroad employee, and
Mr. Lee was a member of resided at Gleason,
Tenn.
the Powell Street Baptist
He is survived by his wife,
Church, Paris, Tenn. Born Mrs. Mattie
Scott; three
Dec. 18, 1902, in Murray, he daughters
, Mrs. Grogan,
was the son of the late James
Murray, Mrs. Mattie Bell
Lee and Melinda Lou Parker.
Gibbs and Mrs. Delores
He is survived by his wife, Skinner,
Gleason, Tenn.; five
Mrs. Gladys Shell Parker, to
sons, James, Jr., Guild, Ten.,
whom he was married on Aug,
Joseph, Lansing, Mich.,
5, 1922; five daughters—Mrs. Arthur,
Paris, Tenn., Russell,
Louis Brown, Cleveland,Ohio, Columbus,
Ga., and 0. C.,
Mrs. Brenda Nuz, Riverside,
Tom Tanner, father of Mrs. Calif., and Mrs. Bessie Gleason, Tenn.; one sister,
Paul Pitts of Murray, died Williams, Mrs. Alice Porter, Mrs. Sissy Dudley, McKenzie,
Saturday at the Obion County and Mrs. Ann Vaughn, all of Tenn.; two brothers, Fred,
General Hospital, Union City, Paris, Tenn.; four sons— Indianapolis, Ind., .and
Thomas, McKenzie, Tenn.
Tenn.
Lonnie R., Paris, Tenn., Roy,
The funeral was held
He was 76 years of age, a McKenzie, Tenn.,
Bobby,
retired farmer, and a resident Cleveland, and Charles, Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Gallimore Funeral
of Hornbeak, Tenn.
Henry,Tenn.
Home,
Gleason, Tenn., with
Mr. Tanner is survived by
Mr. Lee is also survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Pitts, three sisters, Mrs. Shelly burial in the Hopewell
Murray; two stepdaughters, French, McKenzie, Tenn., Cemetery there.
Mrs.
Annabelle
Keith, Mrs. Ivie, Smith and Mrs.
California, and Mrs. Mary " Beulah Melton, Paris,
Tenn.;
Nbll Willett, Muskegon, four brothers--Albert,
Mich.; one stepson, Sam Memphis, Term., Tase, Paris,
Frank Wheatley, Benton Tenn., Odie, McKenzie,Tenn.,
Harbor, Mich.; one sister, and Baxter, Huntingdon,
J. B. Cochran of Murray
Mrs. Zola Pierce, and one Tenn.; 36- grandchildren; 24
Routeal, Stella Community,
brother, Willie Bob Tanner, great grandchildren.
both of Union City, Tenn.
Services were held. Sunday died this morning at 12:45 at
Services are being held at 3:30 p.m. at the LeDon the Murray-Calloyiay County
today at 2 p.m. at the Obion Chapel of Ridgeway Mor- Hospital. He was 78 years of 4,
('hapel United Methodist ticians, Paris, Tenn., with the age.
Mr. Cochran, a retired
Church with burial to follow in Rev. William A. Porter, his
the church cemetery.
son-in-law, officiating. farmer, was born Jan. 6, 1%1,
The White-Mahon Funeral Grandchildren served as in Calloway County, and was
Home of Troy, Tenn., is in pallbearers and burial was in the son of the late James
William Cochran and Allie
charge of the arrangements.
the Memorial Cemetery.
Bailey Cochran.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Flossie Swift Cochran,
Murray Route 1; one son,
James Cochran, Warren,
Mich.; several nieces and
nephews.
New-town dilemmas fade
The funeral will be held
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
chapel of the Max Churthill
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
Julian Warren officiating and
of facts to save you time and money.
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
and soloist. Burial will follow
I'll be listening for your call.
in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
ii ricrirrie If efftll
Friends may call at the
lotoroerl000l lot
funeral home after 12 noon on
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Inge King 492-8348
Tuesday.

last
weekend, according
to
Murray Fire Department
reports.
A department spokesmans
said the cause of the fire is
unknown. One truck and four
firemen answered the call.

Professional Puppet Show
To Be Presented At Library
- Young and older will have
The first public perthe opportunity to see and formance will be tonight
enjoy the outstanding puppet (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the
shows presented by a
meeting room of the Public
professional touring group at Library. The show titles for
the Calloway County Public tonight will be "The Dragon's
Library this week, according Ordeal" using hand puppets
to Margaret Trevathan, and "1 Know An Old Lady"
librarian.
using lifesize puppets.
Summer Puppetry Caravan
At 3 p.m. on Wednesday,
is a group of puppeteers based
July 18, the puppet show titled
at Berea College whose homes "Wicked John and The Devil,"
are as far away as Japan. Neil an old folk tale, using
DeTeresa, the director, is an
marionettes, will be presented
art teacher at Berea College. in the Library Reading
The troupe arrived Sunday in Garden, drectly behind the
-a large touring van which library.
carries their stages, lighting,
"The Puppeteers prefer
and other technical equipment performing out of doors and
necessary for their per- come equipped with all of the
formances.
necessary staging for outside
performances, and we will ask
all who plan to attend to bring
Prices of stock of local interest at
a blanket or chair for -their
noon, EDT, today, furaUdied to the
own seating comfort," said
Ledger K Times by First of Michigan,,,,

Stock Market

industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A F
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein
IBM
Jernco
K Mart
PennitaK
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

-0 77
32% -i-%
6% -;os
39 -44
57k4 unC
351B 3%A
. 0% -%
41 ta)c
11 taw
r.uric
31 -%
5551 -%
22% uric
20% -1-%
13% +Ye
2744 41
70 +51
173k)811%A
niii UDC
304 lac
23% oinc
11% 4-44
27% -%
27 +5,
15%/3164

Hog Market
Federal-State Market NewsService July
16, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 592 EM. 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully .50 higher Sows
.5041.50
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
$39.75.40.00
US 2200-240 lbs
$39.50-39.75
US 2-3 240-2501ba.
$38.50-39.50
US 2-4 260-210 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 279-30011w.
627.00-28.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
026.00-27.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
$27.00-28.00
US 1-3 50D-6501bs.
028.00-29.50
US 2-3 300-51:10 lbs.
025.00-26.00
Boars 23.00-24.00

The president's Sunday night speech
came one day after he returned (rom
Camp David, where he held 10 days of
secretive meetings with a variety of
American leaders. He ended the
summit by flying to Carnegie, Pa., and
Martinsburg, W.Va.,to meet with small
groups of "average Americans."

at-

PADUCAH.KY.

CAUTION!
Proceed slowly! Be CAREFUL! Where can you
recel'ir the HIGHEST RATE OF RETURN allowable
by a Federally insured institution? Follow the
thousands who have saved millions at...

re-

HOME FEDERAL

SAVINGS AND,LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH.KY.
Cr

GO!

Satisfied? Then quickly, let us telljou
about this week's high rote o...

26 WEEK-6 MONTH
MONEY-MARKET
CERTIFICATES

MTH,

REMEDIES

$10,000 min. dep.

BEFOR

There's still time for
you to take advantage of it.
5.

a.

z•

"I think America is not only willing to
make those sacrifices, it's anxious to,"
Baker said on ABC-TV's "Good Morning, America"show."I think America
in a minute would reassert its confidence in itself because our future is
still before us. We'll get out of this
problem. If we have strong, bold
leadership, the country will follow."

Instead of the bombshell some had
expected in his speech, the president
spoke of an erosion of confidence
"threatening to destroy the social and
political fabric of America."
He coupled that with an appeal for a
"rebirth of the American spirit."
Carter originally was scheduled to
address the nation July 5. He said
Sunday night he canceled that speech
because:
"I began to ask myself the same
question that I know has been troubling
many of you: Why have we not been
able to get together as a nation to
resolve our serious energy problem?
"It is clear that the true problems of
our nation are much deeper — deeper
than gasoline lines or energy shortages,
deeper even than inflation or recession.
And I realized — more than ever —
that, as president, I need your help."
Carter saw solving the energy crisis
as a way tce"help us conquer the crisis
of the spirit in our country. It can
rekindle our sense of confidence in the
future, and give us a new sense of
purpose."

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

4

-

during his Camp David domestic
summit, said: "The president made a
forceful speech that must now be
followed by equally strong and specific
actions."
Senate Republican Leader Howard
Baker, a candidate for the GOP
presidential nomination, objected
today to Carter's contention that
Americans suffer a crisis of confidence.

HOME FEDERAL

1011.01111i
is :1
DOG

resident.••,C
ontinued from Page One i

Before you invest your money in a financial
institution, we invite you to check the growth in
the last 10 years of:

Getting settled
made simple.

J.H. Hardeman Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sale
15 Days Only, July 14th-31st

P

STOP!

J. B. Cochran Dies
Early Today With
Rites Wednesday

LOOK-LOOK-LOOK

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — USDA Cattle DM:slatoRkw Oases and heifers N
higher: sbnarbtar coma 1.111 loam; babe
2.604.91 Iowa; giligKar alma Nalsalad
early; sealersIUD karar; Madera aksady;
Slaughter stars Alla 14 101-11111lb
in 30.6630. mixed goal and donee)4Mb.
lea lb 62 0143 SO; asselerd and goad 1-3
025-14.15 lb 569049.0;
Slaughter nesters choice 1-4 11411114 lb
63 10-66 20, nuzed good and choice 2-3 MIII175 lb 61 0-430. goad 2-3 716-1150 lb 57 75.
61 03.
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 45 00-52.75,
Slaughter bulls 1370.1135 lb 63.25.45.10, 12 1070.1460 lb 57 004179 10041396 lb 141.7557 75.
Slaughter vealers choice 170-300 lb
sealers 76 00-80 00,
'Slaughter calves untested feeder steers
choice 3011296 lb 90 ts3-130 00. 291-311 lb
104.00-106.00, 430490 lb 88 0046 00. 919-1110
lb 661149 75, mixed good and choice 300
500 lb 82 009200, 501460 lb 70.00.4600, 700975 lb 8300-5000, good 390.466 lb
0082 00 700-900 lb 60 0045 GO. heders choice
41E400 lb 77 5040.50; S00-800 lb 7300-7730.
mixed good and choice 300400 lb 73.0081 00. 500.432 lb 64 00-7400. good 350440 lb
60 0046 00.
Hugs 1600, harrow s and gilts 1 00 higher.
1-2 197-231 lb 41 25-41 55. 195-245 lb 400041 25; 210.255 lb 39 90-40 30, sows 120
lower; 1-2460-700 lb 30.03.31 00; 2-3 325-490
lb 28.75-3060, boars over 300 lb 2750-2839,
Sheep IS untested

Corp., of Murray,are as follows:

Tom Tanner, Father
Murray Woman, Dies

i4likR,mem Allow maim =Or mew

Mrs. Trevathan.
The group will also present
a Punch and Judy Show at the
regularly scheduled library
luncheon on Thursday, July
19, at noon. Reservations at
$1.25 each should be made by
Wednesday, but seating is
limited.
The final performance will
be held at the New CityCounty Park on the Community Theatre stage behind
the old courthouse on Friday
at 3 p.m. This performance
will be "The Golden Bird"
using marionettes.
All shows are free of charge
and are produced with an
appeal for all ages. In case of
rain the shows will be held at
the same time in the library
meeting room, the librarian
said.

Livestock Market

woo.'

federal reinaknnons proitibot Noe compoundong 04 Interest drolv on thli account
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(Rates Good
July 12 through July II)

AFTER
197,
1 Ford 41 ton Nampo, brown in cello, V eettiniertit, pewee steering!
God brakes, nice. loss them 9,000 miles, one owner list price was over
87,000 New 54,699.10
1978 Chevy &vet alio. Ihreww. dr, pew*, ste«-ine spa
avtosnotic, lass tben IRMO wiles, es.owner. Only 35949.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
,
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Water Tank Burst
Leaving One Dead

•\.
•

.11 I le
•• 1:4•-•1

•

JENKINS, Ky. (AP) — An
elderly physician was killed
and at least one person injured
when a 400,000-gallon water
' tank burst, sending a wave of
water down the main street of
this southeast Kentucky town.

The body of Dr. T.M. Perry,
an 82-year-old widower, was
found in the rubble in his
basement after his home on
U.S. 23, the main street of
Jenkins, washed away.
Also destroyed were a
- "Imagine a tidal wave. nearby Thrifty Market and the
,
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Bert Fields, who just nine market owner, said Harold
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ter,
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pany in the mountain town of
taken to the Jenkins Clinic
2,500.
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with a leg injury, and tranStream Stroll recently in TVA s Land Between The Lakes. The Parayecchios' are from Ft.
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residences, a supermarket Kingsport, Va., said Wayne
area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
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I LEGAL NOTICE

CLASSIFIED ADS!

1 LEGAL NOTICE

2. NOTICE

NOTICE OF PUBLIC NEARING
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a
public hearing on July 23, 1979 at 1:00 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Judge/Executive Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse Building, Murray, Ky., for the
purpose of hearing comments from the public
regarding the proposed tax rate for 1979.
The tax rate for the year 1978 for County, Health,
and Library taxes was 20.5 cents per $100 acessed
value of real property which produced revenue in
the amount of 6528,914.42. The proposed tax rate for
the year 1979 for County, Health, and Library taxes
is 17.4 cents per $100 assessed value of real property
and the revenue expected to be produced from this
rate is $549,092.89. The compensating tax rate for
County, Health, and library taxes is 16.84 cents per
$1013 assessed value of real property and the revenue
expected to have been produced from that rate
amounts to $527,318.51. The revenue expected from
new real property and personal property for the
County, Health, and Library amounts to $142,543.95.
The revenue from County taxes which will be
produced in excess of the preceding year will be
allocated for roads and/or physical improvements
for the courthouse; revenue produced from Health
taxes in excess of the preceding year will be
allocated for equipment and/or expanded services;
and revenue produced from Library taxes in excess
of the preceding year will be allocated for expanded
services with emphasis on services to the handicapped.
this notice and the information contained therein
is published by requirement of the General Assembly by virtue of passage of HI144.
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MAYSVII,LE, Ky. AP —
Two Mason County men
survived a crash when the
single-engine plane in which
they were flying starved for
fuel and went down near the
Fleming-Mason
County
Airport.
Robert L. Shaw,41, Route 1,
Maysville, the pilot, injured
his arm in the crash Sunday,
and a passenger, Kenneth
barnette, 38, Route 4,
Maysville, suffered facial
lacerations, officials said.
Both were treated at
Maysville Hospital and
released.
Officials said the Beechcraft
plane departed from the
airport near, Orangeburg,
about 10 miles southeast of
Maysville, about 8 p.m., and
about 10 minutes later, when
Shaw attempted to switch fuel
tanks, the switch broke off in
his hand.
The plane crashed through
trees about two miles from the
airport and plunged to the
ground in e field, about 30 feet
from the river. The two men
walked to a nearby road and
got a ride back to the airport,
officials said.
Witnesses said the fuselage
of the plane was intact, but
that other parts were strewn
over a wide area.
Officials said Shaw and
Barnette, both employees of.
Crown Corp. a barge company, were makifig the flight
to inspect a farm owned by
Barnette.

1. LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Euroll Andrus. Executor, of
the estate of Flossie Andrus,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on before July 25, 1979, the
date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Gloria
Ann
McLaughlin,
Administratrix, of the estree
of
McLaughlin,
John
deceased Exceptions to this
Settlement must be filed in
?tic,. Calloway district court
On or before July 25, 1979, the
date of hearing.
Frances W - Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Nat Ryan Hughes, Executor,
of the estate of Myrtle Lee
Winchester, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
-fay _25,.___ 1979, _. the date of
hearing
Frances W
Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been tiled in the
Calloway district court by
Charles Chaney, Executor,
of the estate of Lela Skinner Chaney, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
July 25, 1979, the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Richard Atkins, Executor, of
the estate of Euel Atkins,
deceased Exceptionsio this
settlement TUS1 be filed in
the Calloway district court
on Or before Juiy 25, 1979, the
date of hearing
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Sandra
K
Adams,
Administratrix, of the estate
of Clyde Montrey. deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
July 25, 1979, the date of.
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk. '
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway distr. ct court by
Rena Solomon, Executrix, of
the estate of Dee Vinson,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before July 25, 197.9, the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Lura Paschall, Executrix, of
the estate of G.P. Paschall,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before July 25, 1979, the
date of hearing
Frigices W. Shea, Circuit
CoMiElerk.
NOTICE TQCREDITORS,,
The
folldwirig
estate
fiduciary appointments have
been made in the Calloway
district court All claims
against these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of date of'
Qualification.
----7
Luella
Elliott, Route 5,
Murray,
KY., deceased,
Hobert Elliott, Route 5,
Murray, KY., Executor
Theron Clark, Route 4.
Murray,---*r deceased,
Robert Otho Clark, Route 4,
Murray, KY., Executor.
Stella
Furches,
1630
Hamilton, Murray, KY.,
deceased, Clara Nell Fur
ches, 200 Woodlawn, Murray,
KY , Administratrix.
Honlus McCuiston, 316 North
6th St , Murray, KY.,
deceased,. Fiall McCuiston,
Route 6, Box 5, Murray, KY.,
Administrator.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk. 4
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

Photo Copy
Machias
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
7134123

2. NOTICE

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for
business from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
These hours include
the business office,
classified advertising
department, retail
advertising department
and
circulation
department.
At times ether than
those listed above the
office is closed for
regular business even
though newsroom and
production employees
may
be on duty.
.•
We request that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
telephone
The
numbers
for
the
newspaper departments
are:
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER
Classified Ads 753-1916
Circulation
753-1917
Display Ads
753-1919
Accounting
753-1916
News & Sports 753-1918
The Murray
Ledger & Times
WHAT WE do best is care
NeedlInc 753 6333

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, •the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds must be submitted by 12 noon the
day
before
publication.
Excluding
classified ads for Mon-day. We ask you to call
4
.
111
60
.2.m. Saturday.

Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

Larry's
Clean-Up
Body Shop
753-7669
7
•

4

BIBLE CALL
Monday and Tuesday
hear "Heaven" 7594444 Qr Children's
Story 759-4445

2
1

4

- CARTER STUDIO
We now have the
Love
Studio
negatives
753-8298
WOULD THE lady who gave
us the license number of the
car
who
threw
the
firecracker on July 4th at the
City park, please contact us
at thts MOM ber,135-4540.

DO YOU OWN ANY

IDLEDIAMONDS?

ay

Let us.reaet
them in lowly
'far ResistIble'

EAR
STUDS

talhonahle *nen
everywhrne SplendElyr
is-Maar-4w tyx

S 4th Murray

It's A
Fast
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty Al

Starks Card's,'
12th & Poplar
753-12V
FREE PARKING!
6. HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC at
Murray
Muffler, 7th and Maple
Streets
NEED RESPONSIBLE adult
to trabysit small infant. Must
have
references.
Call
anytime. 753 0313.
'NEED BABYSITTER for
children I, and 8. Monday
through
Friday. 753-9237
after 3pm.
NEW
MURRAY
firm
seeking full or part time
person with good per
sonality. Income unlimited
Some travel required. For
interview send brief per
sonnel background to P 0
Box 32 X, Murray, KY.
PERSON WITH knowledge
of cameras and photographic
supplies needed for counter
work. Good starting salary
Apply at the Camera Shop,
628 Sri:fat/Way, Paducah, 4449694.
SMALL
ENGINE
MECHANIC
Must
be
reliable and knowlepge on all
types of small engines For
triterview contact Richards
Welding and Small Engine
Service, Hazel Ky. No phone
calls
please.
_
_
WANTED FARM families
inlet- Wed in a top notch
major
metical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273: home
759 1134
WANTED: LIVE in companion- helper for elderly
woman Room and board
plus wages Very nice horns
facilities. Need personable
lady. References required.
Call evenings, 759 1718

- NOTICE*
Occupational licenses are due to
businesses in the city or county who
sell soft drinks, ice cream, and
tobacco
products. Also concerns Restaurants,
Recreational Halls, and Theatres. These
can be obtained at the County Clerk's
Office in the Court House. Purchase
before penalty.
WANTED: Nursing Coordinator for Project Independence Requirements: R.N. degree from accredited nursing school; 5 years minimum experience of which 2-3 years must have been in public
or home health nursing; work preferred in the field
of geriactrics. Salary D.O.E. Send resurne's to:

West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
Attention: Dr. Richard White
Box 738
Mayfield, Ky 42066
Application deadline: July 19, 1979
"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
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MILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
40. PRODUCE
26. TV -RADIO
6. HELP WANTED
41. AUTO.SERVICE
FOR SALE:
$3. BOATS &MOTORS
NEED
SERVICES OFFERED
SOMEONE TO care for short onA new color t.v, but applesauce. June apples for
CAR BATTER I.ES. 24 month
GUTTERING
S4 per bushel,
BY
We have a 19"
Sears, MITCHELL BLACK TOP
retarded child part time. 192- color for cash?
guarantee, S22.88. 36 month 1978 JET BOAT, Monterey. Sears continous gutters PING,
own
only $15 a month or bring
contaioers.
driveways and small
$790.
guarantee 80 amp, $26 99, 60 Black, red, and silver metal- installed
25" for only $22 per month. Tucker Orcnards, Landfill
per
your lobs a speciality, also pat
month guarantee, 536.99. flake with 454 Chevrolet specifications. Call Sears $3.thRoi
Under warranty. Claytons, J Road. Phone 489 2467.
F_
,
and
G seal
F
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
Wallin
Hardware, Paris, motor, chrome headers and 753-2310 for free estimates.
& 8 Music, 753-7575.
4). PUBLIC SALES
WANTED: FARM families
trailer with dual wheels and HUGH
Tennessee.
OUTLAND roofing.
interested in a top notch 27:MOS
REMODELING,
TRUCK LOAD truck tire rnags. Used only 6 times. excellent references Cali 1537
:HOME SALES
painting interior and ex
major
medical
group
Also a 60 ft. tower antenna. 753 1486
COMPLETE
ANCTION
sale,
highway
1973
tread,
and
700x15",
ask
for
GUERDON,
Shelley
12
'X 40,
tenor . Anything to do with
hospital coverage. Call Steve
6-ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET. Phone I53-8734.
SERVICE
HOME REPAIRS; exterior carpentary we can do it.
Payne, offite 753-7273, home underpinned and tied down,
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 and 53.74 14' JON BOAT with 20 hp and interior painting,
all electric, funished. Price
Reasonable
759-1134.
car
rates. 20 years
Large or small give us
FET. Wallin Hardware, Mercury motor and trailer. pentry
$2995. Call 753 2762.
small experience. Senior Citizens
to. SUS:OPPORTUNITY
1973, 12 ft. Shasta camper. masonery work,
Paris,
Tennessee.
a
call
John
M.
Riley,
discount. Phone 753-2611, 8
GOOD COUNTRY Living in
Also a long wheel base patios built,lobs, decks and am til 9
COMPLETE BEAUTY Sh0P this 1972
0,USED CARS
pm.
rooms paneled.
12
Auctioneer-345-2302;
topper: Call 437-4331.
in small mobile home for bedroom, bath x 55, two
4924615.
WET BASEMENT? We
1977 CHEVROLET LUV 53. SERVICES OFFERED
Kenneth (Pete r
sate. COnsPlittely equipped. mobile home. and a half
INSULATION BLOWN in by make wet basements dry,
Completely
truck with tool box. 23,000
Phone 4374145.
Galloway, App. Aucfurnished,
unmiles. $3,500. Call Rob at 435- APPLIANCE REPAIR, Sears, save on these high work completely guarenteed
refrigeration and air con- heating and cooling bills. Call or write Morgan Con
derpinned,anchors and tie. ▪ tioneer - 845-2453.
12.INSURANCE
4439 or 753-6774.
downs. Situated on an acre of
ditioning. Call Bill Rollins,- Call Sears, 753-2310, for free struction Co., Route 2, Box
WANTED:•FARM families land tuft
i979 CUTLASS SUPREME, 753-0762.
its own well with a
estimates.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
interested in a top notch new pump,
T top, $6900. Call 753.2414 or ADDITIONS, REPAIR
lust 6-mites from
work, KEN'S LAWNMOWER Gelidity or night, 1-412 7026,
major
medical
group Murray. Call 753-7612 before FOUR MILES north of
759-1518.
circulating fireplaces, repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
hospital coverage. Call Steve 8 AM or
WILL DO plumbing, heating
458-8350 after 8 PM.
Penny Road, Wednesday,
FOR SALE. 1976 Capri II, roofing, insurance work. Call service. 753 7400.
Payne, office 753 7273, home
and air conditioning, repairs
Thursday,
1973,
'black
Friday.
and gold edition, $2700. Murray Remodeling. 753- LICENSED
Old glass,
12x72 TWO BEDROOM
759 1134.
ELECTRICI
AN and remodeling around the
With den, partially furnished, rockers, items added daily.
1970 wrecked Datsun 1600 5167.
and gas installation, will do home, such as; painting,
14. WANT TO BUY
Roadster, $300. 10x12 cabin BYARS BROTHERS & Son. plumbing,
all.electric, air conditioned, 13. REAL ESTATE
heating
and
air
carpeting, and concrete. 7531967 CAMARO DOOR panels, like new, $7800. 753-7724 or
tent used one time, $120. GE Generalhome remodeling, conditioning
111711 Undid feature Syndicate, Inc
. Call 753-7203.
A.A•
2211 or 753-9600.
in good shape. Call 753-7393.
ANS-FM 8-track tape player framing, aluminum siding.
436-2430.
- WILL HAUL driveway white
with turntable, 2 speakers, Stutters, and roofing. Call )- LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
JUNK CARS. Call after5Pm. 21. MOB.HOME RENTS,
Having trouble getting those rock and Ag lime, also have
and stand, $75. Call 753-0212 395-4967 or 1-3624895.
474-8838.
NICE BIG trailer for rent or
small
electrical
jobs
done? any type of brown
a after 5 pm 753-1207.
white
WANTED TO but: Standing sale Central heat and air,
BUSHHOGING AND yard Service calls are our Pea gravel. Callor Roger
FOR SALE: 1977 silver work. Call 753-6123.
timber, top prices paid. 489- t.v. tower. Couples only. No
speciality. Call Ernest Hudson,753-6763 or 753-454.5.
Corvette, good condition.
2334.
pets. References and deposit
BACKHOE WORK, septic White,753-0605.
Call 435-4429.
WILL HAUL anything that
required. 492-8348.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
tanks, gravel and dirt NEED: HOUSES to paint. will
MAiottsfit in a pickup truck. 753BOYD
'
1m
GRANDE
1975
MANS
LE
in
hauling.
31.
off?
WANT
753-5808 or 753-5706.
TO
RENT
FOR SALE: large tame
Reasonable on price Phone 5857.
condition.
Low mileage,
000d
REAL ESTATE
plums. Call 7534725.
759-4182.
MINISTER WANTS sleeping.
WORK
and
all power air, brakes, BACKHOE
WILL DO sewing and
753 8080
,
_____
FISCHER BABY bear wood room with bath, for following
13. REAL ESTATE
steering, and windows. 753- bulldozing. 437-4533 after ft
alterations for the publics
43. REAL ESTATE
pm,
354-8161.
year.
stove. Used one winter. $300. school
Have
6470.
Nancy Copeland. 753-4699.
Jack Stanley
Prutesional sec\ ices
Call Rob at 753-6774 or 435- references. Mail response to
WHETHER YOU rent or 1979 HONDA ACCORD LX, CARPET CLEANING, at
SO. FREE COLUMN
Milton West, 108 Russell St.,
.With The Frieridl Touch'.
4439.
whether you buy. You pay 3,000 miles, 16.500. Call 753- reasonable rates. Prompt
Plumbing
TWO CATS, free to good
and efficient service. Custom
for the house you occupy! 2269 or 753-2266.
NEW KING Koil kingsize Dawson Springs, KY 42048 or
3 BR., 11
/
2 bath B.V.,
home. One long-haired, black
Carpet dare..489-2774.
Household
Sleep set with water mat call 502-797-8155.
Stop Supporting your Ian,
and white, male. Also one
large kitchen-family
MUSTANG,
SIX
tress. Call Bob Bragg 1901) WANTED: TWO or three
worts and see this 2 bedroom 1968
female, short-haired Calico.
'Repair
bedroom trailer for rent in
rm., living tin., newly
frame today. Located on nice cylinder,$600. Call 753-0321.
247-5507.
492-8704.
MONTE
CARLO,
quiet street. Its just waiting 4971
carpeted & painted,
TWO LAMPS, $25 each. Set country. Call 759.4(184 after
Si. WANTED
for you...Priced in the mid cassette deck, new radials.
For Fast
of bar bells. $15. Call 436-2394 five.
draperies
included.
Must
sell
to
best
offer.
753teens.
Call
WANTED: FARM families
now
32. APTS. FOR RENT
753.
after 11 am.
Dependable
Service
1492...Offered by Loretta 7228.
interested in a top notch
$42,500.
WE BUY and self used air FURNISHED APARTat
MILES
FROM
5
Realtors
Jobs
major
SO.
medical
USED
group
TRUCKS
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753. MENTS, 1 or 2 bedrooms
Reasonable
hospital coverage. Call Steve
1978
THE COURT SQUARE
CHEVY
Zimmerman
VAN,
Apartments,
9104.
Payne, office 753-7273, home
THRIVING BUSINEScustomized by Winnebago.
Prices
South 16th Street. 753-6609.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
58 acre farm with a
759-1134.
Ainley Auction &
Call 759-4459 after 5 pm.
S - INCLUDES INCall 759-1021 emytime.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
SIMMONS BABY
crib
WANTED: LADY to quilt
two bedroom house.
1975 -FULLY CUSTOMIZED CARPET CLEANING, free
Realty Sales
VENTORY. GrocerMy
mattress, $10; twin bed apartment, partial utilities
standard size quilt. Call 435Dodge van. Has velvet estimates,
CO3. OMIT AWAIT
satisfied
Farm has 28 acres of
mattress, $5; 9x12 beige rug paid. Call 753-9741.
ies, gasoline, notions
4597
after 5- 30 pm.
references,
Auctioneer Realtorcurtains, icebox, porta•bed,
Vibra-Vac steam
tendable land and
and pad, $10._ 13x11 brown ONE BEDROOM apartment,
Appraiser
couch, wheels, 8-track, all or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
also restaurant equipand beige patterned rug with furnished. or unfurnished.
more that could be
Ph. i 9011479-2986 479-3713
.the extras. Plus has a slant Carpet Cleanirfg, 753-5827 or
ment
included.
- riNIT:115:-CaWf53,5995-44ler I Apply 1414 Vine Street, after
South FultunTenn
Six engine which is Peal 753.5816.
•
cleared. Some good
Pm.
---Business Opportunity.
economical. $3700 Of will COMPARE AND save on
timber. Several fruit
TEL-CITY CHINA hutch, TWO BEDROOM apartment.
trade Phone 354-6217
chain link fencing.
A
stove,
trees and strawberry and
dark, hard rock maple, open Water,
ARE YOU JUST . _
1979 FORD F-100 HANGER Fencing. 753-8407,
front, handcrafted,doors &ad refrigerator furnished. $110
beds.
Lariat
truck.
Power,
air,
--CONCRE-T-E-fk-BLOC-K work.
Cozy, eonvenient 2
SOMEBODY'S TEM?
drawers, .shelves •for per month. Lynn Grove. 753- positive traction, tilt steering Block garages, basements,
BR., 2 bath home on
chinaware. Call before 1240 7874.
Explore your own
wheel, cruise control, 40 driveways, walks, patios,
and after" 1:40 every clay 33. ROOMS POE RENT
NICE MOBILE home, 12x65,
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine
channel CB raglio-stereo, steps, free estimates..753.
Identity by owning
except Wednesdays. 753-2310 RO‘IM FOR rent,
With 2 bedrooms, 2 bethS.
locked -hood- arid -gas tank. home on lot 90 x 150
2 blocks
C
Bluff Shores. Perfect
and ask for Mike.
Completely
remodeled ,and
your own home for less
from University, $65 per
Call 753-3934 or can be Seen at CARPENTR
Y
retirement
SERVICE.
or
for
Some
furniture
with
along
19. FARM EQUIP.
month, utilities furnished.
Brooks Bus Station.
than your rent. $19,900
Whatever your needs, old or
stove and refrigerator stays
week-end retreat. Mid
FULL 1 HP electric weed Apartment for rent, $40 per
51. CAMPERS
new, quality work. Can 753buys
a
two
bedroom,
with
sale.
Nice
lot,
apmonth.
Call
753-4140
or
and grass trimmer, cuts with
43620's.
0565.
FOR
SALE:
over
proximately
11'
the
110x108.
cab
A good
gas heated home with
fish line, has aukmatic line 2411.
truck camper. $500. Phone DOG
buy at only $10,000. Nelson
GROOMING. All
dispenser, $41719. Mbilin- 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
a large back yard. Be
474-8866.
"
Company 759 1707.
Shroat
breeds. By appointment.
Hardw a re,.Paris, Tennessee. BRICK HOUSE on Kentucky
your'own bhsdlord as
VAIL DAMAGED clearance AcIc up andlcfelivery. Connie
GAS POWERED weed and Lake, 15 miles from Murray.
ta[A. itn
sale. Many units at cost rampe,4362510.
you build equity in
grass trimmer, uses fishing Down
payment
and White's Camper Sales, East DO. YOU need stumps
line, 3Icc engine._ automatic references required. Call 492- '
Your home. Let us
94 Highway, Murray. 753-- removed from your yard or
line dispenser, $99.99. Wallin 8221.
0605.
show
you
this
land cleared of stumps? We
very
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. FOR RENT: New 3 bedroom
I DLEW I LD FIBERGLASS can remove stumps up to 24'
special
buy.
Guy
20.SPORTS EQUIP:
house in country. $225 per
"cabover" camper for El below the ground, leaving
Spann Realty 753-7724.
plus
deposit.
seiorquN, OVER and month
Camino or Ranchero trucks only sawdust and chips. Call
South 12th at Svc.amoto
under, 12 guage, 3 inch References required. Call
Sleeps 4, gas range, fur- for free estimate, Steve Shaw
magnum,$200. Also a Merlin (562) 2474179.
nance„
3-way refrigerator, )519490 or Bob Kemp .145.
TELEPHONI, 753-1051
91A. 30-30,$65. Call 435-4116.
etc., Wbuld sell .equipped -El 4343.
Think you can't afford
Camino with Camper if DRIVEWAYS AND parking
23.EXTERMINATI NO
34 RENT OR LEASE
Get a'svay from it all
to buy? Upstairs
desired. Phone 753-7745.
areas, white rocked and
with the purchase of
graded. All kinds pea gravel.
apartment 4an--"be
52.
this two bedroom,
1974 CHALLENGER BASS Free estf,,iatem, -Ctifford
rented to help make
boat, 150 hp Mercury motor, Garrison,753-S429 after 4 pm.
Mini
recently decorated
payments, ;downstairs
YOUR
tournament rigged, excellent FOR
home
Warehouse
Cottage for
has 2 bedrOoms, living
alterations, repair, and
only
shape. 354-8762.
remodeling, also new homes
Storage Space
$14,000.00. Range and
room with fireplace,
14 FT. CONVERTED Jon and commercial
, call -753For Rent
boat into a bass boat. 6123.
refrigerator included.
dining room and
Fiberglass, 2 bass seats, 2
753-4758
Garden spot. Near
kitchen, fenced back
FENCE
SALES at Sears
cushion seats over live bait
Cypress Creek.
well. Reconditioned 7.5 now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
yard is ideal for
free
estimates
for your
Mom
will
enjoy
Evinrude
the
motor:, New
children and pets.
Shakespeare 3 speed and needs.
spacious
lutchen.
Dad
Asking $40,000, 1316
reverse trolling motor,$M. FOR YOUR chain
COOL LAKE breezes will lull
can snooze in his
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Battey, tilt trailer, lots of fencing
needs, contact
Poplar.
you to sleep on warm sumfavorite
chair
accessories.
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
by the
This boat is Montgomery Ward. Free
mer nights...3 bedroom A
4 ft., $18.79; 5 ft., $19.99; 6ft.,
estimates.
complete
753-1966.
ready
and
to
use.
fireplace in the den.
frame
on
waterfront
"
Will guarantee a reasonable
S21,99, 8 ft., $39.99; extension
lot...living
John Smith, Realtor
room
with
The kids will have a
amount of. time. $650. Only
ladders, 14 ft., 528.88; 16 ft.,
fireplace, kitchen with dining
ball
in
the
interested
large
$31 88, 20 ft.. $45.99; 24 ft.,
parties call, 759area, deck overlooks lawn
POOL'S
CUSTOM DOZING
4104.
559.99, 28 ft.. $70.99. Wallin
Reg S1388 esaytkiei
recreation room, and
gently sloping to waters
c Tasediaed
Hardware,Paris, Tennessee.
1972
Warehouse
$32.00 PER HOUR
GLASSTRON
edge. A top location, vacant
your guests will feel
RUNABOUT
BATHTUBS V STEEL.
with
73
Mer
and priced for immediate
• Filter C Pump
FREE
ESTIMATES
OutrIloset
113-7411
living
Storage
welcome In the
Ilfltlflir'4fly
cury 115 motor, real good
white, $64.99. Colors, $69.99.
sale. tturry!...30'S...Offered
• Steel bracing
room, formal dining
condition. Also 1972 Honda
753-6391
WellIn
vA ,tA811
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
Paris,
Space
•
Sun
dock
Tennessee.
500. Call 753-8533 days, 753.
- room and on the arbor
Great
nights
Savings
6132
Rent
For
•
ON
Lily
Pad Skimmer
22 MODELS
ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
your budget with this
Covered
patio.
$39.99, $69.99, $99.99. $131.99,
built,-low maintenance three
• Healey Gauge Vinyl Lin*
Ideal for storing house
DISCOVER
Everyone
sleep
will
and $149.99. Wallin Hardbedroom,
one
bath
• Pool Ladder
CALL NOW!'
THE GALLERY
full of furniture, cars,
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
comfortably in the
home...8 x12
outside
BARBER SHOP
• Safety Fence•Stairs
•
storage...) acre m-I...just 4
OF HOMES
antiques,
business
FLATBED TANDUM trailer
bedrooms.
Many
four
we Wipe Strvrt
miles from town...Priced in
with brakes, ramps, 20' long,
DIFFERENCE.
overflows, etc. Phone
other features, and
520's For more information
NEW OFFICE HOURS
7'6" wide 753_961
out of town call collect
Closed All Day Wed,
753-7618
p.m.
after
5:00
call 753-1492...Offered by
located in one of the
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
Georgeous Lakeview
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
7:30
til5
:
00
nicest neighborhoods
for • sale. Cadiz Lumber
operator on
Price of
home. Everything
lilt Fent t.I4, Rood. Solve 114, t••••411. K
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky. 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
in town. Compare at
Quty 24 Hrs
4•111
goes
with
HAIRCUT
this
$2.00
522-7994.
PRICE SHAVE $1.75
TWO TENNESSEE Walking
any price.
Call 7 days
be444734 Haw ash pee.. mil 753-3443 ••• dryP H.R. Neury Poi& Sonia
SAWDUST FOR sale. We Horses. mares. Call 492-8570
bath home in Pine
a week
deliver. Days (901) 352.5777 after 5 pm
Insurance & Real Estate
Bluff Shores. Owner
or nights (901) 352- 3632 or 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Souths,de Court Square
will leave all ap352-3487.
AKC
.puppies. 3
LISTED
Murray, Kentucky
pliances including
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic- apricot and 1 white. 2 males
toria •No. 200. No peeling, no and 2 females. Reasonable.
2' lots in Kentucky
microwave. Den has
753-4451
coring, and no precokiptir. Call 4924457.
Lake Development. 12
wet bar. Ideally
Dees a bushel in 30 m1111.0e3;
$20.99. Wallin Hardware, AKC • REGISTERED
x 50 furnished mobile
located
on
3
lots.
YOUR MONEY
Doberman Pinscher pUppies.
Parii, Tennessee.
home in good condiAsking $57,500. Make*
Champion bloodlines, outCOULDN'T
BUY
MORE
23.(SUS.SERVICE
standing confirmation and
tion, phis a one-car
an offer.
GLASS WORK: Plate -glass disposition. 489.2742.
Just the right home for
garage. Well shaded
John Smith, Realtor
store fronts, aluminum doors AKC REGISTERED Cocker
a grqwing family, four
and - closures, home im- Spaniels, buff color, cute and
lots located on county
bedrooms with lots of
provement work, enclose loveable Ideal for kids. Call
road. Call Guy Spann
patios, porches, garages, 753-1934 or after 7 pm, 753closet and storage
Realty,753-7724.
patio doors repaired or %61.
space; large den with
replaced.
Plate
glass,
46.HOMES FOR SALE
a fireplace; this well
window glass, plexigillss, FEMALE PIT Bulldog; -44 -11114411(amy1m)
and .
I, Bull Terrier. 1
LOVELY THREE bedroom
and Insulated glass. Also Pit
designed kitchen inbrick home. Heated garage,
mirror, tub and shower year old. $100. 753-9702 or 753. MOVE IN and live in this
cludes
built-in
pantry
1236.
nice
older
family TO0mi large living
home in New
doors, picture framing and
and china cabinet next
room, storage building and
auto glass installed. Storm FOUR YEA old female Providence area. Sittin on-34
more. Ideal location fer
doors, windows, and screens- Saint Bernard, full blooded. acre lot with trees. 2
to a formal dining
bedrooms
family, near Murray High.
upstairs, .2
repaired or replaced. M & G 753-9702 or 753-1236.
room
and
living
room.
$40's. Call today after 4
bedrooms,
Low
bath,
living room,
tomplete Glass, 816 Cold- UKC REGISTERED Eskimo
There is space in this
Pm,753.6245.
water Road. Business: 753- Spitz, 3 years old, female, dining room, kitchen, and
utility room down. Must see
0180, Home: 753 8210
UNUSUAL HOUSE with 2
home for every mem$75. Call 498 8397.
at $18,750 Nelson Shroat
huge bedrooms, wall to wall
ber of your family. . .
Company, 759 1707
cprpet, real vyixtd _Paneling,
• phis an extra benefit of
fireplace, central',aira
heat, sundeck, furnished on
30x34'
metal
Home window cleaning, no job too large
MAGIC
NAT
OERRirs
double lot near Antioch
workshop,
all
in
a
two
small, reasonable rates, insured and
Resort, 524,950. Call mu
Chimney
'Hinman's
Sweeping
in
the
acre setting of tall
pm
642-75)8 after 5
experienced. Call 7594176 day or night.
fine
tradition
old
oaks. To see this top
47. MOTORCYCLES
quality home,call Guy _HONDA 350, 1973. FOUR
Poison
I'
cylinder. Good condition.
Spann Realty, 753best
Control
offer. Call 753$550 or
•Riihn,shrng a wepo,r s
Ners• tprotion irvto 1.1.••
7724.
2951.
•Cosfom Built Furniture
DOIS sod
pew sod conc rIlt• '
Center
-419711C-AWA5AI
(
.
4.44.-900. Ca
•Arrilq(!e Bross Hordwore
lit
753.8273.
YTILTrorn &Mrkrrebee •
1974 YAMAHA- 125 DIRT
Cab,nets
'
435-4429.
Call
bike.
Rented

SI SERVICES OFFERED

fermigtea, Reaessky

Dear Ms. Love Advice: I am a odd and
Libra. I just met a swell boy who's a even
and a Leo. Should I call the whole thing
Perplexed

gave
f the
the
t the
t us

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

work is guaranteed.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

Circle

located a
bedroom
anorama Shores. Has living room,kit
then, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

OPFL UD

BOATS &MOTORS

753-1222

BUILT WITH
THE FAMILY
IN MIND

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

urray
pie
adult
• Must
Call
for
3 9237
firm
time
per
ited.
. For
per
P.O.
ledge
raphic
ounter
a lary.
Shop,
h. 444I NE
be
on all
S For
hards
ngine
phone
milies 4
notch
roup
Steve
ROM!
corn-.
lderly
board
horns
nable
uired.

AD

INCLUDE:

Hardware,

OLOTIMER

1

HORNBUCKLE

44.LOTS FOR SALE
jusT

POOLE

(502)966-4258

1-PENGUIN POOLS

lkifiimmumusi
Purdomillurman

Dial-A-Service

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
-.0.1
And Save For A Handy Reference)
0110,41
A New Insulation Service
.
00

ror
.
tic
• Id

Now only

STRETCH
well -

_.

n: C-

1.4n.

link

Office Space for I
rent. Call 753761$ after 5:00.

Fire
753-1441

Ak
lt
lir

or
....4
90

Modern Energy
Methods

Police
753-1621

- 753-7505 or 753-8217
-

and

_

...,,F

REFINISHING 8.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE

HOUSE
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
REDUCED $6,000

Located on County Cork Drive in Gatesboro. It has
many features, all appliances included 3 bedroom,
.and bath, master bedroom is 28 x 15. It has a large
deck and plenty of storage. It was built in October.
Reason for selling is sickness. Call 753-2888 if you
would like an appointment.

Rentals

AN ALTERNATE
TO RENTING

dollars are
wasted dollars. This
three bedroom home
-affords the privacy
your family needs, and
allows ypu to invest
those
otherwise
wasted
,rental
payments. Located thi
block from Carter
School. Home features
a nice family room,
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at

753-7588

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

We have people interested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your
-home with us for _a
quick sale.

41. AUTO.MUM

_TRUCK LOAD tire we. Th._
' wide ones with raisedwhit
e
letters. G 7004
" or is",
$29.79 and $2.90 PET; 0
60x14",536.65 and 13.17
PET:
L 6111/04'!, $41.14 and $3.79
-FE')'.- Wallin Hardware
Paris, Tennessee..
LOADAt7
irseKs
K
_devth
ia
3le,148P
.
.3
I9
y
Polyester premium
white wall 7 rib with 12.32
tread
$
and $1.72 FET; E711x14-,
$22.63 and $2.20 PET.
F78x14", $23.10 and $2.32
PET.; G78x14"Or 13", 525.39
and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
$27.52 and $2.70 •E T;
L.78x15"!
. $77.116 end O.
FE')'. Wallin Hardware,
Tennessee.
__
Paris,

Business 159-4878

WILSON
REAL. ESTATE
7534263 ANYTIME
392 N. 12111 It

802 N. 18th Street

Murray.

,

urray

grade

INSURANCE

753-5703

492-8Q37 ,
Hwy.641 So.

M
Remodeling
Home Improvements
&
Restorations
7534

1

Radio Cab

free -

Company

Termite Inspection

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Cool
,- MOS. l3th St.

6 a m -Midnight
9 Days A Week

•
•
Carri
era

Quality Service
Company

Murray. Ky.

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352
___

753-3914

Modern Sheet Metal
& Service Departments

_

753-9290
•

I
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Demolition Derby Entry Forms Can Be
Picked Up At Hodge & Son, 641 Super
Shell, Thweatts Service Station

Tonight's Events

Tuesday's Evepts

Monday, July 16th

July17th

5:00 p.m. —A-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m. — Official Opening
7:00 p.m. — Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull

10:00 a.m. — Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. — Demolition Derby
1

J.

74 000°

Wednesday's
Events

Thursday's
Events

magma'

July 19th

July 18th

1:00 p.m. — Kidaliais Day
. 6:00 p.m. — 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m. — Tractor Pull

10:00 a.m. — Jersey Cattle Show
l ;00 p.m. — Horse & Mule Pull
pil
5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m. — Family Hite — Tractor Pull

\

4.619t

adjibi
ZLIDS

4gb Saturday's
Events
July 21st

10:00 o.m. — Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 p.m. — Family Night
7:00 p.m. — Horse Show
.. •

4-Wheel Drive
Pull

10:00 a.m. — Farm Bureau Day
7:00 p.m. — 4 Wheel Drive Pull

4
•

